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Supervisory experiences have been identified as one of the primary resources for
the clinical training of psychotherapists with respect to both the development of
necessary skills and the ability to cope with encountered difficulties. This
phenomenological study explored the experiences of clinical supervisors in a current
supervisory relationship with one or more supervisees. Specifically, this study explored
how supervisors experience their supervisory relationships, how supervisors
conceptualize hope as it relates to supervision, how supervisors express hope for their
supervisees, and how supervisors promote hope within supervision. Semi-structured
interviews were conducted with between 3 to 15 individuals recruited from counseling
psychology graduate programs across the United States. The experiences offered by the
supervisors may act as a roadmap to better understand the phenomenon of hope in
supervision, what supervisors believe regarding hope within the process of supervision,
how supervisors attempt to impart this hope within their supervisory relationships and
may also offer insight into how supervision may serve to better prepare supervisees both
within their present therapeutic work with clients and for their future careers.
Keywords: hope, supervision, graduate training, positive psychotherapy, counseling
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“We must accept finite disappointment but never lose infinite hope”
– Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This dissertation explored supervisor experiences of hope in clinical supervision.
Hope is a vital element of the supervisory process because it directly affects the
therapeutic working alliance (Bartholomew, Gundel, & Scheel, 2017), may serve to
mitigate counselor role-conflict and role ambiguity (Ladany & Friedlander, 1995), and is
liable to promote increased well-being (Alarcon, Bowling, & Khazon, 2013) and
decreased risk of burnout (Savaya, Bartov, Melamed, & Altschuler, 2016) for mental
health practitioners. Given the essential need of mental health practitioners to develop
competency, efficacy beliefs, and the necessary skills to function independently upon
attaining licensure, supervision may be one of the most vital features of psychological
training and education. This seems especially true when one considers the possibility of
there being a fairly restricted number (possibly as few as five or six) unique therapyspecific supervisory relationships between the beginning and ending of a doctoral
student’s journey toward independent licensure in the United States. As a result, the
importance of the supervisory relationship and its role in the development of supervisee
competencies, appropriate ethical conduct, and self-efficacy beliefs seems immediately
apparent. Regarding the study of both psychotherapy and clinical supervision, hope can
be conceived of as being a strength-oriented positive psychology construct that functions
as a process variable. Although there has been considerable research conducted
regarding the application of positive psychology to a variety of different facets of the
psychological landscape, limited research has directly explored supervisor experiences
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with particular focus on the conceptualization and promotion of hope as this pertains to
the context of the supervision of practitioners engaged in providing psychotherapy.
Importance of Supervision for Psychological Training
Before justifying the exploration of hope in supervision as viable and worthy, it is
vital to consider the importance of supervision more generally. Supervision for
psychological trainees is a well-established aspect of psychological training programs.
The American Psychological Association has explicitly named supervision as one of the
core competency areas of accredited professional psychology programs and provided
updated guidelines for training in supervision (American Psychological Association,
2002). Stoltenberg & McNeill (2012) conducted a thorough review of the process,
content, and importance of supervision in counseling psychology programs. One of the
most significant considerations in acknowledging the importance of clinical supervision
for psychological training is that of the regulatory role it plays in the generation of mental
health practitioners (Bernard & Goodyear, 2014). Prior to licensure, a mental health
practitioner cannot practice legally or ethically without someone supervising the
therapeutic work they engage in with clients. Requirements exist regarding the ratio of
supervision to therapy hours that training mental health practitioners need to accrue in
order to be eligible for licensure, with supervisors having to meet strict criteria in order to
have these practitioners’ clinical hours count. In this way, supervision functions in a
gatekeeping role to ensure that newly minted psychological practitioners have met or
exceeded the expectations of their individual program of study as well as the overarching
discipline of psychological practice.
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Beyond this role as gatekeepers of the profession, supervision is intended to help
supervisees develop competencies that are essential for their future careers. One way that
this occurs is through the promotion of increased knowledge regarding psychological
theories and increased familiarity with extant research about therapy processes (Falender
& Shafranske, 2004). Another way that this occurs is through the process of selfreflection and introspection that is promoted within supervision (Bernard & Goodyear,
2014). Through this process, a supervisee may develop increased awareness of how their
interpersonal style or past life experiences have shaped their professional interactions,
whether within supervision or their therapy work with clients. Some other essential
competencies that a supervisee could glean from supervision are (but are not limited to)
the supervisee’s ability to conceptualize client concerns, to engage in a treatment
planning process, or to utilize therapeutic skills within therapy sessions (Bernard &
Goodyear, 2014).
Considering the significance of the roles that supervision plays in the training of
psychological professionals, Bernard & Goodyear (2014) provide an impressively
succinct definition of supervision. They offer that supervision is an intervention provided
by a more experienced member of a profession to a less experienced member (or multiple
members), that this relationship involves evaluation and is possessed of a natural
hierarchy, that it lasts for a set period of time, and that it has a number of important
functions. One of these functions is to monitor the quality of the services that the
supervisee offers to clients, another is to enhance the supervisee’s ability to provide these
services, and a third is to act as a gatekeeper for the profession that the supervisee would
like to enter. Bernard & Goodyear (2014) have since amended this definition in order to
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acknowledge that the gatekeeping role of supervision is not necessarily limited to
supervisees interested in entering the profession but could also include gatekeeping
functions for individuals already practicing within the profession.
Factors Affecting Clinical Supervision
One of the most important factors related to clinical supervision is related to the
strength and quality of the supervisory working alliance (Scaife, Inskipp, Proctor, Scaife,
& Walsh, 2008; Ladany, Ellis, & Friedlander, 1999). Within therapeutic contexts, the
working alliance is generally conceived of as being the degree to which therapists and
clients agree on goals, tasks utilized to reach selected goals, and the resultant relationship
that forms between them as they progress toward these tasks and goals (Bordin 1983).
The working alliance in supervision functions similarly to the working alliance within
therapeutic contexts and possesses several predictors that be used to predict the expected
quality of a supervisory working alliance. Hope has been conceptually linked to the
strength and relative quality of the working alliance within therapeutic contexts
(Bartholomew, Gundel, & Scheel 2017; Lopez et al., 2004).
Supervisor Factors
One of the main supervisor characteristics that influences the quality of the
supervisory working alliance is the supervisor’s style of supervision. Specifically,
supervisees of supervisors who approached supervision using an interpersonally sensitive
style expressed higher satisfaction with their supervisory experiences (Ladany, Walker, &
Melincoff, 2001). Another supervisor factor influencing the quality of the supervisory
working alliance is their proficiency at utilizing expert and referent power (Schultz,
Ososkie, Fried, Nelson, & Bardos, 2002), wherein a supervisor demonstrates their
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expertise and knowledge (expert power) and conveys that the supervisor and supervisee
are alike in significant ways (referent power). A supervisor’s appropriate utilization of
self-disclosure can also positively impact the quality of the supervisory working alliance
(Ladany & Lerhman-Waterman, 1999). Similarly, the degree to which a supervisor
possesses a well-adjusted attachment style and emotional intelligence each contribute to
the quality of the supervisory working alliance (Bernard & Goodyear, 2014; Cooper &
Ng, 2009). Finally, the degree to which a supervisor behaves ethically contributes to the
quality of the working alliance, in that supervisees who frequently consider their
supervisor as behaving in an unethical manner are more likely to rate their working
alliance poorly (Ramos-Sanchez et al., 2002).
Supervisee Factors
The supervisee also contributes to the strength of the supervisory working
alliance, primarily through three factors. The first of these is the supervisee’s general
level of emotional intelligence. Similar to how a supervisor demonstrating higher levels
of emotional intelligence tends to strengthen the supervisory working alliance, so too
does a supervisee’s increased level of emotional intelligence tend to promote greater
strength in the working alliance (Cooper & Ng, 2009). Another supervisee factor is the
propensity of negative supervisory experiences that a supervisee has encountered, with
more negative experiences of supervision being associated with not only a weaker
supervisory working alliance but also with diminished positive relationships with clients
(Ramos-Sanchez et al. 2002). The supervisee’s level of stress and coping skills also may
contribute to the strength of the supervisory working alliance, with greater degrees of
stress tending to be correlated with lower levels of reported working alliance strength
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(Gnilka & Chang, 2012). By contrast, supervisees who reported higher levels of coping
skills also endorsed a stronger supervisory working alliance. Support for the relationship
between the working alliance and hope within therapeutic contexts was also found by
Bartholomew, Scheel, and Cole (2015) wherein clients who expressed greater degrees of
hope for positive change also identified with having stronger working alliances with their
therapist. This rationale may be extended to supervision, wherein supervisees who
experience greater levels of hope may rate their working alliance within supervision as
stronger.
Supervision Processes
Several supervision processes have been proposed as being related to the strength
of the supervisory working alliance. One is that supervisors utilize a clear method for
evaluation of the supervisee’s performance that the supervisee perceives as being
appropriately fair (Ladany, Lerhman-Waterman, Molinaro, & Wolgast, 1999). A related
process is that of the supervisor helping the supervisee avoid role conflict or ambiguity
about the supervisee’s responsibilities and expectations, which is when multiple facets of
the supervisee’s role are incongruent in some meaningful way (Olk & Friedlander, 1992).
This is especially important for supervisors to address because supervisees who endorse
role ambiguity tend to rate the supervisory working alliance more poorly (Ladany &
Friedlander, 1995). If it is true that agreement upon goals helps to prevent role ambiguity
(Bernard & Goodyear, 2014), then the promotion of hope within supervision could be a
means of mitigating counselor role conflict/ambiguity and consequently serve to increase
the strength and/or quality of the working alliance. Another important element of
supervision to address is related to the racial identity of each member of the supervisory
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relationship (Bernard & Goodyear, 2014). Elaborating upon this, if supervisor and
supervisee alike possess an awareness their racial identity and are each willing to explore
how this may impact their supervisory relationship this can have a positive effect on the
working alliance (Gatmon et al., 2001). Another factor contributing to the strength of the
supervisory working alliance is the degree to which supervisor and supervisee
interactional processes are complimentary (Chen & Bernstein, 2000).
Challenges and Value of Studying Hope within Clinical Supervision
One challenging aspect regarding clinical supervision is that there has historically
been less attention given to the development of competence for clinical supervisors than
has been devoted to therapist competence (Milne & James, 2002). A rationale for this
discrepancy might be evident in our discipline’s justifiable preoccupation with ensuring
that clients receive the best therapy possible. Still, this does a disservice to the discussed
impacts that supervision has upon essential supervisee skill development. Regardless for
why research tends to focus more on the therapeutic relationship than the supervisory
relationship, it is worth considering that this discrepancy seems to exist. Multiple models
of supervision exist, as is elaborated upon within the literature review section of this
paper, but a pitfall of the research is that we may not devote enough time to determining
whether supervisors are effectively competent at providing supervision even with these
models to act as supervisory frameworks for their intervention strategies.
Other researchers have examined the pitfalls and dangers inherent to the
supervisory process. Watkins (2012) describes the possibility of supervisees
experiencing “doubting, questioning, diminished morale, dejection, and some element of
hopelessness and futility” in the supervisory context. Watkins (2012) goes on to describe
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how supervision can also act as a positive force in supervisees’ lives. The more positive
and moralizing aspects of supervision’s potential impact upon supervisees is a
contributing factor to the rationale for applying the study of positive psychology more
generally, and hope specifically, to an exploration of supervisor perspectives of
supervision. Given that it has been established that the strength of the supervisory
working alliance contributes meaningfully to the likelihood of supervisees’ experiencing
positive growth in terms of their personal and professional development, the ability to
explore how supervisors think about and promote hope within supervision may offer
insights into ways that training can help to improve the overall quality of supervisee
supervisory experiences. Support for the relationship between hope and the working
alliance has been demonstrated within therapeutic settings wherein hope and the working
alliance were positively correlated with one another and negatively correlated with
practitioner burnout (Savaya, Bartov, Melamed, & Altschuler, 2016). Furthermore,
considering how support has been found for the notion that a strong working alliance is a
requirement for providing effective multicultural supervision (Burkard et al., 2006),
investigating a process (i.e., hope-promotion) that may positively impact the strength of
the working alliance within supervision may have the additional benefit of supporting
multiculturally competent supervisory practices.
Theoretical Frameworks
Hope Theory
Snyder’s (2002) hope theory is one of the theoretical frameworks inherent to this
study. Snyder’s theory conceptualizes hope as being comprised of goals that individuals
move to along pathways that they have varying degrees of felt personal agency toward.
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With respect to clinical supervision, supervisees generally have a goal of gaining therapy
expertise that will contribute to their acquiring independent licensure thus allowing them
to make a career out of providing therapy. Reaching this goal involves multiple
pathways that can be utilized to reach them along with supervisees’ agency-related
beliefs about their ability to take these pathways. Although Snyder’s theory of hope was
not created with clinical supervision or graduate training in mind, the potential of its
application to these contexts is easy to demonstrate. As one example, a supervisee may
consider self-disclosure within supervision as one pathway toward the goal of increasing
the utility of the supervisory relationship but may have limited feelings of agency
regarding their ability to vulnerably self-disclose in this manner.
Although these relationships are discussed in greater detail within the literature
review section of the paper, a description of how Snyder’s (2002) hope theory can be
applied to therapy and supervision should be considered. From within the framework of
hope theory, therapy clients who are experiencing lower levels of hope are more likely to
either give up or look for easier pathways when a desired pathway becomes blocked
(Snyder, 2002). This is further supported by research demonstrating that the level of
hope therapists possess for their clients can be demonstrated to be related to positive
outcomes for said clients (Coppock, Owen, Zagarskas, & Schmidt, 2010). It seems
reasonable to generalize these therapy-contextualized experiences of hope for change to
the supervisory context based on parallel process research to be discussed in greater
detail within the literature review. In so doing, the question becomes one related to how
the level of hope for both the supervisee and supervisor within the supervisory
relationship affects the other member and relationship overall. Will a high hope
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supervisor serve to inspire hope in a lower hope supervisee? Will a lower hope
supervisee negatively impact the supervisor’s level of hope for the supervisee’s work
with clients? Will supervisee and supervisor be equally likely to agree upon the goals
and tasks of supervision?
Broaden & Build
Fredrickson’s (2001) broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions argues that
individuals who experience positive emotions are characterized as having an increased
thought-action repertoire, or ability to react in a greater degree of novel ways to
circumstances. As contrasted with negative emotions, which often serve to narrow an
individual’s cognitive focus to a specific stressor or concern, the creativity associated
with reactions to positive emotions can create a space wherein individuals can build
lasting personal resources. This creativity and enhanced ability to notice more potential
responses within situations seems conceptually related to the idea of being aware of
multiple pathways that would lead to a desired goal, as mentioned while discussing
Snyder’s (2002) hope theory. Within this framework, hope functions as a positive
emotion wherein individuals experience increased agency to utilize pathways in order to
reach their goals as a result of the broadening characteristic of positive emotions.
Current Study
Considering the importance of clinical supervision as a means of promoting the
development of essential competencies within supervisees, the desirability of an approach
that utilizes a broadened perspective wherein supervisees can see more pathways and feel
increased agency to pursue these pathways seems apparent. However, given the relative
lack of research focusing on supervisor competencies, it is understandable that there has
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been virtually no research specifically focusing on how hope functions for stakeholders
within supervisory contexts. This gap in the current literature is what naturally leads to
the current study. Specifically, the current study aims to explore one construct that is
commonly associated with positive psychology, hope, and how supervisors
conceptualize, express, and promote hope within their clinical supervisory relationships.
Given the salient role that identity plays for both clinical supervisor and supervisee
(Jernigan, Green, Helms, Perez-Gualdron, & Henze, 2010), this study also explores how
supervisors’ various personal identities influence how they think about, express, and
promote hope within the context of clinical supervision.
Guiding Research Questions
The main research question explored in this study is:
RQ: How do clinical supervisors experience hope in relation to their supervision
of psychology supervisees?
Sub-questions include:
RQ1: How do clinical supervisors think about hope in relation to the work of
supervision?
RQ2: How do clinical supervisors promote hope in their supervisees?
RQ3: How do clinical supervisors express hope for their supervisees?
RQ4: How are clinical supervisors’ perceptions of their supervisees’ work with
clients affected by these hope-related facets of supervision?
RQ5: How do a clinical supervisor’s various identities (e.g. gender, cultural,
socioeconomic status) impact their thinking, promotion, and expression of hope
for their supervisees?
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RQ6: How do clinical supervisors see their hopes for their supervisees impacting
the supervisory relationship?
RQ7: How do clinical supervisors experience supervisee hope within
supervision?
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Due to the relative lack of research focusing on the role of hope pertaining to
supervisory relationships, it seems reasonable to provide some substantiation for the idea
that hope is a worthy construct for exploration within the context of clinical supervision.
To support this position, especially considering the relative nascency of the topic of
inquiry, several related constructs were explored and juxtaposed. First, given the primary
role that supervision occupies within the study, current models of clinical supervision
were identified with examples being provided for each of the major types of models. In
order to further justify exploring the potential role of hope in therapeutic contexts, of
which clinical supervision and training is one facet, a broader viewing of the positive
psychological literature and its application to positive psychotherapy was offered. This
process strives to ground consideration of the potential role hope plays as vital to the
context of psychotherapy. Primary among the bodies of literature juxtaposed are parallel
process research as well as research on hope in therapy. Parallel process research
suggests that supervisory relationships and therapeutic relationships often have
synchronous elements, so that experiences occurring in one relationship may be mirrored
in the other (Bernard & Goodyear, 2014). If this is the case, then the promotion of hope
within the context of clinical supervision is liable to increase the likelihood of hope begin
promoted within the therapeutic context as well.
Extant Models of Clinical Supervision
Existing models of supervision tend to be generally aligned with one of three
categories, namely developmental models, process models, and models contextualized
within a psychotherapy theory (Bernard & Goodyear, 2014). The focus of each of these
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models differs somewhat, despite each intending to satisfy the intended purposes of
clinical supervision. The overarching supervisory model type, along with an example or
two from each model, were explored in order to demonstrate the variability of how
clinical supervision can be structured while simultaneously highlighting common ground
the models share.
Developmental Models
One of the earliest recognized developmental models of supervision is Loganbill,
Hardy, and Delworth’s (1982) model. Within, they separate supervision into eight
developmental concerns: emotional awareness, competence, respect for individual
differences, personal motivation, purpose and direction, professional ethics, professional
identity, and autonomy. For each of these developmental issues, a supervisee could exist
within three separate stages, integration, stagnation, and confusion. During the
stagnation stage supervisees might either not have an awareness of their underdeveloped
proficiency or could be aware of these issues but also feel uncertain or unmotivated
regarding how to address concerns. The confusion stage is characterized with more
conflict and uncertainty and might involve a supervisee experiencing a simultaneous
realization of, and frustration with, the fact that the supervisor cannot or will not give the
supervisee the answer for how to proceed. The integration stage is where a supervisee
experiences an increase in personal understanding and flexibility regarding the
supervisory context. It is also the point at which they feel able to identify the supervisor
in a more holistic and mindful manner, acknowledging them as a whole and real person.
This process is an iterative one, wherein a supervisee may move freely among the stages
within each developmental category based on their experiences.
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One of the most utilized developmental models is Stoltenberg and McNeill’s
(2010) integrated developmental model (IDM). The IDM also breaks supervision into
eight constituent components: intervention skills competence, assessment techniques,
interpersonal assessment, client conceptualization, individual differences, theoretical
orientation, treatment plans and goals, and professional ethics (Bernard & Goodyear,
2014). Supervisees in this model exist across four levels of increasing proficiency: 1, 2,
3, and 3i. Level 3i is the integrated experience of being at level 3 across several of the
eight constituent components. With each of these levels a supervisor would focus on their
supervisee’s markers for motivation, autonomy, and awareness. Supervisors within this
model are likely to utilize interventions that assist in the supervisee’s ability to enhance
their personal levels of these markers within each of the eight constituent components.
Process Models
Supervision process models are those that generally tend to view clinical
supervision through a focus on its nature as an educational and relational process
(Bernard & Goodyear, 2014). The Events-Based Model (EBM) of clinical supervision
draws the focus of supervision to critical events and tasks associated with supervision
(Ladany, Friedlander, & Nelson, 2005). Specifically, critical events to be addressed
within supervision have what a marker to designate them as being significant. Markers
are subjective and may signify one specific focus or multiple foci to be addressed within
supervision. Once a marker is ascribed a perceived meaning, the focus of supervision
becomes the task environment whereupon interaction sequences occur (Ladany et al.,
2005). These interactions sequences incorporate a variety of strategies that supervisors
can attempt to utilize in order to address the root concern that the marker signifies. As an
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example, a supervisee might be struggling with how to terminate with a client and
discloses these felt difficulties within supervision. This expressed marker, the
supervisee’s reported difficulties with termination, may need to be explored further to
better understand what the marker signifies. The supervisee could be concerned that they
have not had much experience with termination, which would lead to one type of
interaction sequence from the supervisor. However, the supervisee could have
considerable experience with termination and instead be struggling because of the
significance of the therapeutic relationship for the client and be experiencing concerns
about how termination may negatively impact the client. Alternatively, the supervisee
could be struggling with termination because they work in a university counseling center
and the semester is ending, meaning they had to terminate with many clients in a short
period of time and are feeling emotionally exhausted from so many terminations. Each
of these situations would lead to a very different sort of interaction sequence from the
supervisor designed to help provide what the supervisee needs to work through the
critical event.
Another salient example of a process model is the discrimination model (DM).
The discrimination model involves focusing on the relational and educational
components of supervision by seeking to help supervisors determine how to engage with
their supervisees in order to promote supervisee skill development (Bernard, 1997). This
skill-development process occurs across three areas of focus for the supervisee:
conceptualization, intervention, and personalization. With respect to each of these foci
for clinical supervision, there are also three primary roles that the supervisor can occupy
for the supervisee: teacher, counselor, or consultant. The decision of which role a
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supervisor decides to embody is based upon the supervisor’s experience of the most
pressing needs of the supervisee and may change multiple times within a given session of
supervision.
Psychotherapy-Based Models
The centrally defining feature of psychotherapy-based models of supervision is
that they are conceptually linked to the philosophies and practices associated with the
supervisor’s theoretical orientation to providing therapy. A salient example of a
psychotherapy-based model of supervision is humanistic-relationship oriented
supervision (Bernard & Goodyear, 2014). This approach to therapy is characterized as
placing a focus on increasing personal awareness and utilizing the therapeutic
relationship to generate positive changes for clients and is heavily informed by Carl
Rogers’ person-centered therapy (Rogers, 1951). Similarly, within this model of
supervision the supervisor strives to not only promote increased supervisee skill
development but also seeks to promote increased supervisee self-understanding. By
promoting this increased self-awareness, a supervisee can increase their comfort at being
their authentic self within sessions and practicing in a mindful, genuine, and accepting
manner with their clients. Clearly heavily informed by person-centered therapy (Rogers,
1951), a cornerstone of this model of supervision is that the supervisor believe that their
supervisee possesses the potential and desire to self-actualize both individually and
professionally.
Another example of a psychotherapy-based model of supervision is the narrative
approach to supervision (Bernard & Goodyear, 2014). Like narrative therapy, the
assumption of this model of supervision is that individuals engage in a storytelling
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process informed by past experiences in order to make sense of their identity and selves.
Within the supervisory relationship, this means that supervisees exist within a more
nascent stage of developing their story as a psychological practitioner. This in turn
means that part of the responsibility for supervisors is to help supervisees as they develop
these stories for themselves about their identity as a therapist. The focus for supervisors
within this approach is to be less descriptive and more exploratory so that supervisees
have the freedom to pen their own personal narratives about their professional
development.
Positive Psychology
The study of positive psychology as a field has experienced an incredible amount
of growth across the past decade. Reviewing the peer-reviewed literature on positive
psychology, Donaldson, Dollwet, & Rao (2015) found a dramatic increase pertaining to
the amount of published research that is associated with the positive psychology
movement. Given the historically deficit-oriented model of psychology, wherein
difficulties are addressed with an aim of mitigating negative effects, developing theories
and models oriented toward promoting well-being and optimal human functioning seems
like stepping in the right direction. Before being able to explore the effectiveness of
positive psychological approaches within psychotherapy and (by extension) supervision,
it is necessary to explore whether the conclusion can be drawn that a) positive
psychology is more than simply a semantic reframing of previously explained
phenomena or b) that positive psychological research is upholding an appropriate level of
meticulousness.
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One way to address whether positive psychology is simply a reframing of
previously existing phenomena is to examine the differences in outcomes between
positive psychological approaches and extant approaches. Such a comparison allows
researchers to evaluate whether approaches conducted using positive psychology as their
foundation generate results that are significantly different from treatment as usual. If the
assumption is that positive psychology is merely a semantic reframing of previously
existing phenomena, there should be no significant difference between treatments as
usual and interventions designed with positive psychology in mind. The picture that the
research on positive psychology paints starkly contrasts the previous notion, showing that
there is regularly a significant difference in outcome, evidenced by research on positive
psychology and its application to organizations (Meyers, van Woerkom, & Bakker,
2013), educational settings (Quinlan, Swain, Cameron, & Vella-Brodrick, 2015; Suldo,
Savage, & Mercer, 2014; Sugai, O’Keeffe, & Fallon, 2012), work-family balance
(Morganson, Litano, & O’Neill, 2014), internet interventions (Mitchell, Vella-Brodrick,
& Klein, 2010), parenting (Marsiglia, Williams, Ayers, & Booth, 2014), sexual
orientation and gender identity (Vaughan & Rodriguez, 2014), sexual health (Catalano,
Gavin, & Markham, 2010), addiction (du Plessis, 2012), masculinity (Kiselica & EnglarCarlson, 2010), and a wide variety of clinical applications to be discussed further in the
literature review.
The valuable perspective that is offered by positive psychology can also be seen
in how it has been adopted across the globe. As one salient example, Mehrotra &
Tripathi (2011) provided an insightful snapshot into the state of positive psychology
research in India, sharing ways that the field has taken hold and suggesting ways to
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continue its effective development. The breadth of Mehrotra & Tripathi’s literature
review convincingly portrays a wealth of researchers who are interested in applying
positive psychology in culturally competent ways to the theories, research, and practice
of psychology within India and beyond. Other examples would be Scorsolini-Comin &
dos Santos’ (2010) evaluation of positive psychology assessments presently utilized in
Brazil or Vázquez, Hervás, & Ho’s (2006) review of three primary positive psychological
models and subsequent examination of how related positive psychology interventions
may be applied clinically within other cultures.
Although a rationale has been provided for how to distinguish whether or not
positive psychology is simply a semantic reframing of extant psychological theories and
models, the question of rigor still remains. Insofar as methodology is concerned, across a
review of 1336 peer-reviewed articles spanning from 1999 to 2013, Donaldson, Dollwet,
& Rao (2015) found over 750 empirical investigations related to positive psychology
theories, demonstrating further that the number of empirical studies has continued to
increase across that time span. This suggests that scientists interested in positive
psychology are increasingly enhancing the rigor of the approaches used to examine
phenomena of interest in order to make sure that findings are consistent and replicable.
Positive Psychotherapy
Accepting that researchers interested in positive psychology seek to consistently
increase the rigor of their research, the goal for practitioners of psychology then becomes
evaluating the effectiveness of positive psychology interventions across therapeutic
contexts. Fitzpatrick & Stalikas (2008a) explored how ideas from positive psychology
may be related to constructs pertaining to psychotherapy. Specifically, the authors
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explored how Barbara Fredrickson’s broaden and build model of positive emotions could
offer insight into the nature of how change occurs in psychotherapy. Furthermore, the
authors offer the perspective that broadening, as conceived of by Barbara Fredrickson,
may be a common factor across approaches to psychotherapy. One of the ways that this
may be made manifest in therapy contexts is through recognizing the value of positive
emotions as they are relevant to therapy (Fitzpatrick & Stalikas, 2008b), with an
acknowledgment that focusing on the benevolent facets of positive emotions has
historically not been the primary orientation for psychologists (Stalikas & Fitzpatrick,
2008). Vandenberghe & Silvestre (2014) took this focus on positive emotions a step
further to explore therapists' positive emotions in-session with clients to explore their
causes and effects. Utilizing a grounded theory approach, the authors found support that
therapists’ who attend to and utilize personal positive emotions in session can create new
areas to focus on in-session, can enhance the therapeutic relationship, and can even
increase the levels of well-being present for the therapist so attending. These findings
have implications for practitioners across different approaches to therapy.
An awareness of these implications is evident when attending to the growing body
of literature that aims to apply positive psychology within the context of extant
approaches to therapy. This is taking the form of positive psychology’s influence being
germinated throughout the landscape of approaches to psychotherapy and neighboring
disciplines. This spreading process is especially evident when one attends to the sheer
volume of articles investigating positive psychotherapeutic approaches. Consider the
following areas where positive psychology’s contributions to therapy are being explored:
cognitive behavioral therapy (Bannink, 2014; Cheavens, Feldman, Woodward, & Snyder,
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2006; Karwoski, Garratt, & Ilardi, 2006), neuro-linguistic programming (Gojżewska,
2013), motivational interviewing (Csillik, 2015; Wagner & Ingersoll, 2008),
psychodrama (Goldberg, 2009), solution-focused therapy (Kim & Franklin, 2015), art
therapy (Lambert & Ranger, 2009), group therapy (Larsen, King, Stege, & Egeli, 2015;
Ochoa et al., 2010), gestalt therapy (Melnick & Nevis, 2005), accelerated experiential
dynamic psychotherapy (Russell & Fosha, 2008), Adlerian therapy (Nicoll, 2011), and
logotherapy (Schulenberg, Hutzell, Nassif, & Rogina, 2008). There has even been a
recent push to begin developing positive psychiatry (Jeste, Palmer, Rettew, & Boardman,
2015), wherein psychiatrists orient themselves to the promotion of client well-being in
both clinical and non-clinical populations. The previous list is not even close to being
exhaustive, which lends increased credence to the fact that there is interest in the topic of
positive psychotherapy (PPT) as well as perceived benefits in the practice thereof.
In addition to psychotherapeutic approaches that are being infused with positive
psychology, there are forms of therapy that have positive psychology as their grounding
framework. As one example, Wong’s (2006a) strength-centered therapy aims to view
psychotherapy through a focusing on channeling client strengths into a fostering of
increased resources as contrasted with orienting therapy to client deficits. Through its
polyvocal, socially-constructed approach, clients are assisted in the identification and
application of their personal strengths in a language that is personalized to each
individual. Strength-centered therapy also can also involve asking clients to attempt to
orient themselves to the perspectives of other individuals in their lives, and in this way
offers a welcome deviation from the traditional norm of focusing on the client’s
perspective of themselves. In so doing, strength-centered therapy may be implicitly
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enhancing the other-orientation of clients and, as a result, increasing the likelihood of
their being able to co-actualize within their relationships, possibly leading to a healthier
relationship with both self and others (Motschnig-Pitrik & Barrett-Lennard, 2010).
Though a wide variety approaches to psychotherapy have adopted positive
psychology on some level, there are also specific constructs and processes that have
received more attention and are worthy of noting in a discussion of PPT. Kaczmarek,
Bączkowski, Enko, Baran, & Theuns (2014) explored the role of well-being as a potential
mediating variable for both curiosity and depression, such that curious individuals tended
to report higher levels of well-being and, the authors suggested, lower levels of
depression as a result. This finding is in line with another line of research that
individuals interested in PPT regularly engage, mindfulness. One of the components of
mindfulness is a method of engaging the world around oneself with curiosity. Keng,
Smoski, & Robins (2011) conducted a literature review of empirical studies pertaining to
the effects of mindfulness on psychological health, specifically investigating research
pertaining to psychotherapies which have mindfulness as one of their core components.
The authors reviewed controlled studies applying mindfulness-based stress reduction,
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy, dialectical behavior therapy, & acceptance and
commitment therapy, coming to the conclusion that the promotion of mindfulness
increases subjective levels of well-being, reduces levels of emotional reactivity, and
improves the ability of clients to regular their behaviors. Other salient constructs include
forgiveness (Webb, Hirsch, & Toussaint, 2015), emotional intelligence (Ellis & Ryan,
2005), finding meaning in experiences of loss and adversity (Fazio, 2009),
encouragement (Wong, 2015), and meditation (Ireland, 2013). Magyar-Moe, Owens, &
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Conoley (2015) provided a compelling rationale delineating what positive psychology is
and what it is not while simultaneously offering that the most commonly researched
aspects within the field presently are well-being, meaning, hope, strengths, and positive
empathy. In the present literature, interventions that attempt to incorporate these sorts of
constructs are most commonly coaching, mindfulness, positive affect, strength-based, or
gratitude interventions (Donaldson, Dollwet, & Rao, 2015). Pluess & Belsky (2013)
explore the topic of vantage sensitivity and compellingly conveyed how it seems to be
that individuals vary for behavioral, physiological, and genetic reasons in their responses
to positive experiences. This is a particularly important perspective to possess for
individuals who are interested in research and practice related to PPT.
Beyond the aforementioned discussion related to positive psychological
approaches and processes related to psychotherapy, PPT has been researched with respect
to specific populations and diagnoses. Recent research has investigated the role of PPT
in the disparate contexts of depression (Layous, Chancellor, Lyubomirsky, Wang, &
Doraiswamy, 2011; Gilbert, Baldwin, Irons, Baccus, & Palmer, 2006), cancer patients
(Ochoa et al., 2010), college students (Eklund, Dowdy, Jones, & Furlong, 2011),
dysfunctional families (Gojżewska, 2013), chronic pain (Larsen, King, Stege, & Egeli,
2015), psychosis (Riches, Schrank, Rashid, & Slade, 2015), schizophrenia (Ahmed &
Boisvert, 2006), and a variety of other targeted applications. This array of different
populations and diagnoses that benefit from an application of positive psychological
theories, models, and approaches to therapy provides a clear rationale for continuing an
allocation of resources to the promotion of positive psychology in the psychological
landscape. Additionally, support for this continuation is also evident in recent research
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exploring the experiences of individuals engaged in positive psychotherapy (Brownell,
Schrank, Jakaite, Larkin, & Slade, 2015). The researchers found that individuals who
were exposed to a PPT intervention felt better able to focus on the positive aspects of life,
an increased ability to savor experiences, and enhanced awareness of personal strengths.
Given the previous elements, it is understandable that client feedback was especially
positive. Viewing this previous section on PPT all at once, it seems clear that the
optimistic perspective on the future of positive therapy Wong (2006b) and others
endorsed, nearly a decade earlier, was well justified.
Hope: Rainbows in the Mind
Snyder’s Hope Theory
The rationale to consider hope as being conceptually related to positive
psychology seems justified after hearing Snyder’s (2002) evocative description of hope
as an internalized rainbow symbolizing a personal belief in our ability to follow pathways
in order to reach our goals. Structurally, Snyder’s (2002) hope theory is comprised of
three components: goals are the desired outcomes that an individual possesses, pathways
are the various routes an individual can utilize to reach a goal, and agency is the personal
belief in an individual’s ability to utilize pathways to reach a goal. In this model, higher
hope individuals are likely to see more pathways to their desired goals and to possess
greater agency related to their ability to follow these pathways. Higher hope individuals
are also more likely to generate new pathways if prior pathways become unavailable to
them. By contrast, an individual experiencing lower levels of hope may see a pathway to
their goals but feel unable to take that pathway to reach the goal. This feeling of a lack of
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agency could be informed by societal concerns (e.g., discrimination, socio-economic
status), organizational barriers, minimal role models, or a variety of other factors.
Hope in Psychotherapy
Through this lens, one way to conceptualize the function of psychotherapy is as a
process of re-moralizing individuals who have become demoralized (Frank & Frank,
1991) and are struggling to identify with goals, pathways, or personal agency to address
their concerns. Cheavens & Guter (2018) describe how the promotion of hope within
therapeutic contexts contributes to increased levels of well-being, reduced
symptomology, and that individuals who are generally higher hope tend toward recovery
more than their lower-hope counterparts. Hope in psychotherapy has also been explored
in relation to its worthiness as an explicit focus of therapy (Edwards & Jovanovski,
2016), its implications for recovery as a mechanism of change (Gallagher et al., 2019;
Hanna, 2002; Law & Guo, 2017; Thomas, 2006); Vilhauer et al., 2013), as well as its role
within various models of psychotherapy (Feldman & von Garnier, 2018; Kivlighan,
Paquin, Hsu, & Wang, 2016; Levi, 2019; Ripley, & Worthington, 2014; Snyder et al.
2000; Worthington, 1999). Furthermore, research has focused on strategies to promote
hope within therapy (Swift & Derthick, 2013), effects of increasing hope for clients
(Chamodraka, Fitzpatrick, & Janzen, 2017; Chang, 1998), and methods of assessing hope
for change within therapy (Bartholomew, Scheel, & Cole, 2015).
Considering the discussed implications of hope within the confines of
psychotherapy, it should come as no surprise that hope may potentially act as one of the
factors common across therapy modalities (Wampold & Imel, 2015). Client hope,
therapist hope, and hope within the therapist-client may each play a role in the
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development and maintenance of the working alliance (Castonguay & Hill, 2017). There
exists empirical support for this notion, that hope is conceptually related to the
development and maintenance of the working alliance in therapy (Bartholomew, Gundel,
& Scheel 2017). Specifically, hope-promotion is thought to lead to increased strength
and quality of the therapeutic working alliance between a therapist and their client (Lopez
et al., 2004). Whereas both client hope (Larsen & Stege, 2012) and therapist hope
(Larsen, Stege, and Flesaker, 2013) have been explored qualitatively in the past, no
currently available qualitative study seems to exist that investigates supervisor hope.
This naturally leads to a discussion of the concept of, and research regarding, the parallel
process within therapeutic contexts in order to extend a justification for focusing on the
role of hope within the working alliance of supervisory relationships.
Parallel Process
Parallel process research was originally focused on how supervisory relationships
begin to express characteristic elements of what is occurring within a supervisee’s
therapy with their client (Bernard & Goodyear, 2014). The perspective was initially held
that the supervisee was the source of this parallel process (Watkins, 2010). An example
might be a therapist with a particularly defensive client beginning to interact more
defensively toward their supervisor within supervision. Despite the usual manner that
parallel processes were originally considered, it follows naturally that supervisee
experiences within the supervisory relationship could significantly impact the therapeutic
work they undertake with their clients. The concept has been elaborated upon to more
holistically acknowledge how each member in the supervisory relationship contributes to
the generation of the parallel process. As an example, if a supervisee experiences their
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supervisor as being dismissive of (or aggressive toward) the supervisee’s ideas for how to
facilitate change for a client, this may lead to a lack of felt supervisee confidence while
conducting therapy. This insecurity could lead to the supervisee being dismissive of the
client’s ideas for how to address their concerns within therapy, running parallel to the
experience they encountered within supervision. Further support for the notion of
parallel processes can be seen in Williams’ (2000) findings that the greater the degree of
a supervisors’ tendency toward being affiliative interpersonally, the less likely it was that
their supervisee would be controlling in their role as a therapist. This conceptually
suggests supervisors who express increased levels of hope for their supervisee within
supervision is liable to contribute to a parallel process wherein the supervisee engages in
a similar tendency within therapy to express increased hope for their clients.
Positive Supervision
Although research on certain constructs associated with the positive psychology
movement (e.g. well-being, mindfulness) as these are related to psychotherapeutic
contexts is becoming considerably more prevalent, research that investigates positive
psychological approaches to psychological training and supervision seems to be in a more
nascent state. Acknowledging this lacuna in the research, Magyar-Moe, Owens, &
Scheel (2015) issued a call for research related to positive psychology as it applies to the
lives of counseling psychologists, one component of which pertained to teaching,
training, and supervision. Howard (2008) proposed that a primary goal for the supervisor
in the supervisory relationship is to restore the supervisee’s level of well-being, though
the precise process through which this restoration occurs may feel ambiguous at times.
Despite this ambiguity, certain supervisor processes are more likely to increase
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supervisee well-being than others. If Rybak’s (2013) assertion that mental health
counselors will benefit from an ability to promote well-being through mindfulness is to
be believed, a moderately easy task considering the wealth of other evidence presently
discussed, then it follows to reason that therapists will need to be trained and supervised
in such a way as to foster the development of these perspectives and proficiencies.
Other recent attention has begun to be directed toward this exact intersection, the
development of supervisee abilities, of positive psychology and supervision. Wade &
Jones (2015) produced a textbook dedicated to the topic of supervision from a positive
psychological perspective. Within, they offer considerable insight into the nature of a
supervisory relationship viewed through the lens of positive psychology. They describe
the ways in which focusing on strengths and positive emotions can be of benefit within
supervision (e.g. increased supervisee motivation, enhanced supervisee awareness and
application of strengths within therapy, reframing and addressing personal weaknesses)
along with strategies for incorporating these approaches (Wade & Jones, 2015). They
also describe how strength-based approaches are particularly well suited to the promotion
of professional multiculturalism wherein supervisors engage display certain qualities (i.e.
flexibility, critical thinking, ability to work cross-culturally, ability to manage personal
anxiety, possession of a well-established sense of personal identity, possession of view of
self as life-long learner) for their supervisees to model (Butler, 2003). Two of these,
flexibility and critical thinking, are considered direct results of the broadening effect that
comes from experiencing positive emotions (Fredrickson, 2001) and it seems reasonable
to suggest that the other four may also be easier to experience within positive emotional
states. With regard to hope specifically, the authors identified it as one of the four critical
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constructs related to psychological capitol within workplace settings, citing correlational
evidence between increased levels of psychological capitol and greater levels of work
performance, work satisfaction, and work commitment (Luthans, Norman, Avolio, and
Ivey, 2008). Within clinical supervision, this increased level of hope is described as
being conceptually related to Eastern philosophies regarding balance and is emphasized
as a means to notice other pathways when a supervisee is feeling stuck in their clinical
work (Wade & Jones, 2015).
Additionally, Edwards’ (2013) textbook Strengths-based supervision in clinical
practice examines approaches that can be conceptualized as being strengths-based and
argues the potential benefits of such training for supervisors, supervisees, and clients.
Some of these benefits include increased creativity, increased cognitive and emotional
flexibility, and increased feelings of positive emotions (Edwards, 2013). The element of
this model that Edwards (2013) stresses as being the most important, however, is the
belief that humans can empower the people they work with so that they believe things are
possible that they previously thought were impossible. Edwards describes the ability to
commit to this personal belief of empowerment as agency, paralleling nicely the
construct of the same name within Snyder’s (2002) hope theory. He so strongly
considers the possible benefits of this process of agency-development that he suggests
that supervisors consider themselves and their supervisees on the same level while
conducting supervision, going so far as to describe both supervisor and supervisee instead
as equal stakeholders within the supervisory process (2013), contradicting the more
hierarchical power structure of most models of clinical supervision. Edwards describes
six strategies that clinical supervisors can utilize to promote these positive experiences
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within supervision: assist stakeholders’ process of finding and utilizing their voice, see
the glass as half full within supervision more than half of the time, value the ability and
contributions of each stakeholder, help stakeholders develop personal feelings of agency,
encourage strength-based thinking, and promote a pass-it-on mentality whereby
individuals will practice and spread the use of these skills when they engage in clinical
supervision (Edwards, 2013). Edwards (2013) goes on to describe how each model of
strengths-based supervision seems to possess agency-promoting tendencies whereby
supervisees become increasingly convinced of their own ability to do the oft-challenging
work of providing therapy to clients. Although his description does not explicitly
mention hope, the distinction between supervisee “hope” and supervisee “belief in their
ability to conduct therapeutic work” seems to be one of semantics. Further support for
the idea that supervisees are liable to benefit from strengths-based approaches to training
was offered by Fialkov & Haddad (2012), who explored a training model for clinical
graduate students and found that there was considerable benefit for trainees when they
were in a program that oriented itself toward imparting unto its students an ability to
focus on one’s strengths, utilize a strength-based approach, understand the complexity of
work that is based on strengths, and to recognize and understand the possibility of
strengths being born from challenges.
Conoley & Scheel (2018) endorse a similar model regarding positive supervision
within their text Goal Focused Positive Psychotherapy (GFPP). GFPP proposes the
shifting of the mindset within psychotherapy from its historical usage of the physical
science metaphor, focused on the treatment and resolution of deficits and weakness, to a
psychological change metaphor that instead focuses on the promotion and utilization of
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personal strengths and the broadening processes associated with positive emotions
(Conoley & Scheel, 2018). They characterize this GFPP mindset as: having the course of
therapy be informed by clients’ values, focusing on client strengths, creating goals for
therapy that promote happiness instead of just alleviating symptoms of distress,
deliberately utilizing positive emotions within therapy, facilitating clients’ identification
with personal strengths, identifying the underlying desires of the client rather than
focusing exclusively on the potential causes of client concerns, promoting a more
balanced viewpoint regarding positive and negative emotions, attending to clients’
intrinsically motivating personal and professional goals, and promoting hope both for the
client and for the course of the therapeutic work (Conoley & Scheel, 2018).
Alongside the incorporation of strengths, promotion of positive emotions, and
utilization of approach goals in therapy, hope is one of the four essential components of
the GFPP model (Conoley & Scheel, 2018). They describe the essential nature of hope
as it pertains to therapy, citing a meta-analysis that found across 96 empirical studies that
hope was a significant and reliable predictor of mental, emotional, and physical wellbeing (Alarcon, Bowling, & Khazon, 2013). Conoley & Scheel (2018) elaborate that
increased hope enhances client experiences of resilience and perseverance in the face of
experienced difficulties, helps clients incrementally redefine themselves by escaping
from previously held entity beliefs, works counterpoint to demoralization experiences
common to clients within therapy, and increases client motivation to engage within
therapeutic contexts. These functions are framed through the lens of Fredrickson’s
(2001) broaden-and-build model of positive emotions and leads naturally to an
exploration of how these might look within supervisory contexts. In fact, they describe
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the three primary characteristics of Goal Focused Positive Supervision (GFPS) as:
focusing on a balanced perspective of supervisee strengths and areas for growth,
deliberately exploring supervisee successes and positive emotional experiences, and
generating approach goals with concurrent encouragement toward these goals (Conoley
& Scheel, 2018). A supervisor operating within the GFPS model would be liable to
utilize the aforementioned GFPP mindset to explicitly identify hope as a factor of both
the therapeutic and supervisory relationships and would be equally likely to explore the
supervisee’s level of hope for their development professional and within their therapeutic
work with clients.
In their exploration of therapy work and therapists’ positive and negative wellbeing, Linley & Joseph (2007) offer insight into another potential benefit of applying
positive psychology to the context of supervision. They address that the process of
supervision can facilitate increased well-being in the lives of supervisees. Taken together
with findings that have linked high levels of hope to high levels of personal well-being
(Ferguson, Taylor, & McMahon, 2017), increasing supervisee hope is liable to positively
impact their personal well-being. Watkins (1994) discusses how supervisors can act as
proponents of hope and can act to re-moralize supervisees experiencing difficulties.
Itzhaky & Chopra (2005) found support for the claim that supervisors can help to
increase supervisee hope even when the supervisees in question were working with
clients facing considerable challenges. Georges & Tomlinson-Clarke (2015) called for
counseling psychology training programs to integrate positive psychology into core
competencies related to the professional training of counseling psychologists, one
component of which is the supervision of therapists-in-training. This call is especially
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appropriate considering counseling psychology’s longstanding tradition of emphasizing
personal strengths and optimal human functioning. Despite these nascent developments
in the application of positive psychology to supervision, there is limited research to date
that explores how supervisors explicitly think about and incorporate positive
psychological practices like hope into supervision.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Up until this point, the groundwork in the existing literature has been provided in
order to substantiate the importance of exploring processes and experiences related to
hope as it pertains to clinical supervision. What this author discovered through reviewing
literature related to supervision is that how supervisors think about, express, and promote
hope does not generally appear to be a primary focus for most research pertaining to the
process of clinical supervision. Furthermore, this author did not find any studies like the
one proposed herein regarding the exploration of supervisor experiences of supervision.
As a result, the purported goal of this phenomenological study was to fill this lacuna in
the extant research by exploring the experiences of supervisors in clinical supervisory
relationships in terms of how these supervisors think about, express, and promote hope
within supervision.
Qualitative Phenomenological Approach
Qualitative Methodology
The present study utilized a qualitative approach to the research process.
Qualitative methodologies are often utilized when a researcher hopes to better understand
how people conceptualize, interpret, and make meaning of their lived experiences
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Qualitative methodologies take an inductive approach to
seeking truth by gathering data that are subsequently used to generate hypotheses, as
contrasted with the traditional quantitative hypothesis-testing approach (Creswell, 2016).
The present study opted to utilize a qualitative methodology as the result of two primary
reasons. For one, the relative dearth of available research related to supervisor hope in
supervision means that there is limited extant literature upon which to draw in order to
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explain how supervisors think about, promote, and express hope for their supervisees.
For another, an increased understanding of the unique experiences of clinical supervisors
related to how hope is conceptualized, promoted, and expressed within supervision may
contribute to the generation of novel ways to think about and educate psychological
professionals who may one day be responsible to take upon themselves the role of a
clinical supervisor. Due to this lack of available research on the topic of supervisor
experiences of hope in supervision as well as the potential benefits to be gleaned from
better understanding said supervisor experiences, a qualitative approach seemed the most
appropriate model for the current study.
Philosophical Underpinnings of Phenomenology
Moustakas’ (1994) exploration of transcendental phenomenology drew upon a
considerable amount of previous philosophical groundwork, especially that of Husserl
regarding perception and the fantastical notion of objectivity. Other major contributions
of Husserl’s philosophy evident within transcendental phenomenology are noema, noesis,
transcendental phenomenal reduction, imaginative variation, and epoche. Undergirding
these philosophical underpinnings is the idea that a thorough, deliberate, focused ideation
is an appropriate method for a researcher to access the essential nature of an object or
experience. Another major point is the idea that a researcher, through a process of
bracketing out their personal experiences (epoche) can more readily allow the essential
nature of a phenomenon to emerge. In this way, Moustakas (1994) offers transcendental
phenomenology as a method of uniting both the real and ideal experiences of a
phenomenon. The aspirational goal of transcendental phenomenology is to provide as
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vivid and accurate a description (both textural and structural) as possible in order to best
present the essential nature of the phenomenon of interest.
One primary key concept of this approach is intentionality, described as
consciousness being deliberate and focused toward objects. Two key concepts related are
noema (our perception of the essence of a thing) and noesis (the meaning we create from
experiencing what we can experience of this essence). Within this framework,
intentional experiences bring attention onto perceived objects and then frame these within
memories, images, and meanings. As a result, another key concept is intuition, or being
present and conscious of an essence in a mindful and curious manner. Moustakas
describes this act of intuition being the binding of matter and quality (1994). In this way,
perception acts as a source of knowledge in that it allows us to partially experience a
phenomenon and consequently enables us to eke out the overarching presence of a
greater potential truth related to this phenomenon.
Transcendental phenomenological reduction, wherein each experience is
considered unto itself, leads to textural descriptions of the phenomena (Moustakas, 1994).
Similarly, imaginative variation follows transcendental phenomenological reduction and
leads to the structural essences of experiences and how these differ from all other
possible essences, in this way it creates an image of the conditions that contribute to the
essence itself. Another key process is intersubjectivity, which is reminiscent of Martin
Buber’s (1958) description of the I-Thou relationship, wherein we test our experiences in
relation to the experiences of others to increase the trustworthiness of how we experience
the world.
Epoche: Role of the Researcher
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Most forms of phenomenological inquiry involve the bracketing out of researcher
experiences, a process that is known as epoche (Creswell & Poth, 2017). In
transcendental phenomenology, the approach to be utilized within the current study, this
process is undertaken in order to attempt to see the data with as little researcher bias as
possible and to maintain the greatest degree of psychological contact with the
phenomenon of interest (Moustakas, 1994). In order to diminish the impact of my
personal experiences on how study data is interpreted, coded, and themed, I have engaged
in a reflexive process of continual introspection regarding some of the primary factors
related to bracketing out my experiences throughout the process of conducting the
research study.
My rationale for deciding to conduct the study in the first place predisposes me to
certain perspectives related to supervision. Having been a supervisee in supervisory
relationships related to my work with clients throughout the majority of my academic
program, my personal goals, professional goals and lived experience have informed what
supervision means to me and this has consequently contributed to my overarching interest
in the topic. I believe that positive psychology (more generally) and that hope
(specifically) have much to give to the context of counseling supervision and training, yet
I simultaneously hope to prevent these beliefs from unduly affecting study participants or
procedures.
Furthermore, I identify as a cisgender heterosexual-passing white man. This is
pertinent because it is possible that the socialization processes related to my various
identities may have contributed to my experience of supervisory processes feeling
different than it might for individuals with other salient identities. Along these same
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lines, recognizing how my identities privilege me in numerous ways both within and
beyond the context of my experiences of clinical supervision seems an important facet to
retain a mindful awareness of throughout the research process. To my knowledge, I have
never been micro-aggressed against based on any of my salient identities. Moreover, my
privilege as a white man in a society that tends to privilege the experiences of white men
may have protected me from other negative experiences within supervision. Both despite
and because of my privilege, I strongly desire to provide high quality supervision for
psychological supervisees in my future career. This desire is also informed by a tendency
toward social justice and belief that truth is virtually always subjective. Although it may
be my belief that the expression and promotion of hope within supervisory contexts is
particularly important, my participants may not necessarily share this belief. As a result,
it was important for me to continue revisiting my biases while conducting the research
study to ensure to the best of my ability that I maintained the essence of participants’
responses related to hope within supervision.
It has been my intent to generate findings that are naturally derived from the
interviews and are of clinical value for practitioners of professional psychology. Beyond
my personal and professional identity/goals affecting how I might conduct the research,
immersing myself in the extant literature on supervision necessarily introduces the
possibility that my perspectives may have changed over the course of the project. This
could contribute to a shift in the focus of the research direction as a result of my
preconceived notions being changed during the study. Despite these risks, my aim has
been to convey the truest distillation as possible of what hope is within clinical
supervision from the participants’ perspectives. To that end, I have implemented several
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strategies that are essential to qualitative research in order to safeguard the purity of
participants’ shared experiences.
IRB and Ethical Considerations
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was obtained from the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln before engaging in recruitment efforts for data collection. Participants
all received a copy of the informed consent document containing the contact information
of the researcher in case they possess or develop questions regarding the study.
Pseudonyms were utilized for all participants in order to ensure that confidentiality is
maintained. Despite minimal risk of harm to study participants, it is impossible to predict
how the proposed exploration of hope within clinical supervision could impact
supervisors. Concurrently, it is in alignment with ethical research practices to remain
aware that the interview process could remind participants of negative or harmful past
experiences (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). To partially mitigate this risk, participants were
expressly instructed that they have the right to withdraw from the study at any point in
time. Furthermore, participants received a $50 gift card to compensate them for the time
they dedicated to the interview process.
Participants
Although Moustakas (1994) mentions general factors to consider (e.g. age,
cultural factors, gender), he describes the essential sampling criteria for transcendental
phenomenology as being comprised of the following: the research participant has
experienced the phenomenon of interest, wants to understand its nature and various
meanings, is willing to be interviewed (including the potential for follow-up interviews),
allows the researcher to record said interview, and also permits the researcher to publish
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the interview data. To that end, potential research participants were screened by the
researcher prior to participating in the study to determine how well they align with these
essential sampling criteria. A good fit with the sampling criteria felt particularly
important given the qualitative phenomenological approach wherein follow-up interviews
were a very real possibility and the time commitment related to being involved in the
study was greater. Beyond Moustakas’ (1994) essential sampling criteria, the specific
qualities of study participants were that they were individuals with current or recent
experiences providing clinical supervision to psychology trainees. Furthermore,
participants’ eligibility was contingent upon their willingness to discuss their experiences
of hope within supervision during an interview with an optional follow-up interview.
These specific criteria (i.e., licensed psychologist, current and past experiences providing
supervision, willing to explore experiences of hope in supervision) were decided upon
based on the rationale that it would allow a shared knowledge structure for our
participants that could guide our understanding of their experiences of hope within
supervision. Purposeful sampling was utilized to invite 14 individuals meeting the study
criteria to participate through professional listservs.
Across these 14 participants, 4 participants identified as BIPOC and 10 identified
as White; 9 identified as women, 4 identified as men, and 1 identified as genderqueer; 3
identified as bisexual, 1 identified as gay, 8 identified as heterosexual, and 2 did not
identify their sexual orientation; 1 identified as being in their 20’s, 6 identified as being in
their 30’s, 5 identified as being in their 40’s, 1 identified as being in their 60’s, and 1 did
not identify their age.
Data Collection Process
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Once each participant was successfully screened as having met the study criteria,
they were invited to participate in an interview with the researcher. In accordance with
the suggested sample size necessary for phenomenological inquiry (Creswell & Poth,
2017), semi-structured interviews were conducted with between 3 to 15 study
participants. These scheduled interviews occurred through an audio or audio-visual
medium (e.g. telephone, FaceTime, Skype, Zoom), lasted approximately 45-60 minutes,
and the interview audio was recorded. The qualitative concept of saturation was used to
determine when enough data has been collected from participants. Saturation (Merriam
& Tisdell, 2016) occurs when a qualitative researcher gains no more novel information
from continuing data collection. Once saturation was reached, after the 14th participant,
no further participants were recruited to participate within the study. The interviews
ranged in length from 29 to 64 minutes, with the transcribed data resulting from these
interviews amounting to 54,553 words (87 pages) of single spaced participant responses
in total.
Data Analysis
The qualitative data analysis was conducted, in alignment with the philosophical
underpinnings of the phenomenological approach described previously, according to
Moustakas’ (1994) modification of van Kaam’s (1959, 1966) method. Within this
method, the first step was to transcribe interview data from the interview protocol
(Appendix A) for each participant. Following the completion of these transcripts, the
researcher engaged in a process of horizonalization (Moustakas, 1994) wherein
statements that are relevant to the phenomenon of interest (i.e., hope in supervision) are
listed. After creating this list, the next step was to distill down the overarching list into
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invariant constituents by checking whether each statement contains a component of the
experience that was enough unto itself to contribute to understanding the experience and
was capable of being labeled. Next, the invariant constituents were clustered together
and grouped within specific themes. These invariant constituents and themes were then
reevaluated through viewing them in contrast to the transcribed interview data in order to
establish the degree to which the themes were salient and explicit within the data. Then a
textural description was created for each individual participant using the remaining
invariant constituents and themes and was comprised of what the participant explicitly
stated, often expressed by including direct quotations from the interview data. After the
textural description was completed, a structural description was created based on
participants’ textural description as well as the process of imaginative variation engaged
in by the researcher. These two descriptions were then juxtaposed in order to draw out
the essence of the experience of the phenomenon of interest for each individual
participant. The final step in this process is to then similarly juxtapose all the individual
textural-structural descriptions in order to draw out the more communal experience of the
phenomenon and, by extension, the essence of the phenomenon. In terms of data analysis
software, MaxQDA was used to aid in maintaining codes and subsequently grouping
them into categories and themes.
Researcher reflexivity, disconfirming evidence (Creswell, 2016), and
transferability (Shenton, 2004) were primary criteria utilized to ensure the trustworthiness
of the research data. Researcher reflexivity (Creswell, 2016) is, in a similar fashion to
bracketing, the willingness of the researcher to authentically reflect upon their personal
experiences of the research topic, participants, data, or other relevant facets of the
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overarching study. Reflexivity was documented through a reflective memoing process to
occur during the data collection and analysis phases of the study. A researcher seeks
disconfirming evidence by deliberately searching for examples within the interview data
that contradict generated themes (Creswell, 2016) in order to decrease the likelihood of
researcher bias inappropriately impacting the research process. This process is relatively
inherent to phenomenological methodologies, wherein the discovery of a pattern of
significant statements that directly contradict generated themes would hopefully inspire a
researcher to question the appropriateness of a given theme and could ultimately lead to
its removal. Beyond researcher reflexivity, an external auditor was utilized to facilitate
increased trustworthiness of the data (Creswell, 2016). Furthermore, an auditor external
to the study reviewed all study materials and provided a report of their findings. The
external auditor read through the transcripts, re-read the transcripts to look for
codes/themes and verify researcher-generated themes, and consolidated information from
across the transcribed data in order to verify and elaborate additional themes that they
noticed. These visions and suggested revisions informed several areas of the analysis,
including the consolidation of several of the included codes/themes (as noted within the
various sections related to these codes/themes). The external auditor’s perspectives also
reinforced the researcher’s conclusion about having reached saturation in the data.
Transferability is the notion that the salient findings derived from the study may
be applied beyond the confines of the study itself (Shenton, 2004) and is contingent upon
various factors related to the study in question (e.g. salient details related to the interview
process, participants’ descriptions). Within the current study, transferability was likely
limited to clinical supervisory relationships. Despite this likelihood, the possibility exists
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that the findings of this study could be meaningfully related to other disciplines (e.g.
mentoring, leadership, communication studies). As a result, characteristics related to
study participants were included where appropriate to best be able to make judgments
regarding the transferability of the research findings.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Analysis of the transcribed data followed overarching guidelines to qualitative
data analysis described by Babchuk (personal communication, 2018). Furthermore,
guidelines specific to transcendental phenomenology offered by Moustakas (1994) were
utilized. Participant identities are explored briefly, followed by an examination of the
textural and structural descriptions of the data as these related to the study’s research
questions. This process culminates in the intersection of the textural and structural
descriptions to suggest the overarching essential nature of supervisory hope in clinical
supervision.
Participant Identities
All participants were assigned pseudonyms, drawn randomly from a list of the
true names of fictional heroes from across various mythologies and comic-book
universes. Participants self-reported information related to their cultural/racial identity,
gender identity, socioeconomic status, professional status, age, and sexual orientation.
Information related to these self-reported identities can be found in Appendix B.
Textural Description
Textural descriptions within transcendental phenomenology offer insight into the
invariant qualities and themes related to each individual’s experience, in this case as
related to hope in clinical supervision. Textural descriptions for the 14 study participants
are distributed across the following three essential themes: 1) Conceptualizing Hope, 2)
Supervisor Influences on Hope, and 3) Experience of Supervisee Hope. Each of these
essential themes, contributing to an overarching textural description of what hope is, are
explored below.
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Conceptualizing Hope
Clinical supervisors from across a range of identities, life experiences, and clinical
settings offered their insights about how they think about and conceptualize hope.
Beneath the overarching umbrella of conceptualizing hope, several subthemes emerged
related to how participants think about hope as related to their role as a supervisor. These
subthemes were: 1) The Central Tenet, 2) Specific Supervisor Hopes, 3) Holding Hope,
4) Systemic Facets of Hope, 5) Hope Depends on Supervisee’s Needs, and 6) Hope as
Advocacy.
The Central Tenet. Jean offered what felt like the most concise definition of
what hope meant to her in terms of her role as a clinical supervisor, saying, “I think hope
is kind of the central tenet to the human experience if we’re going to be moving
forward.” This definition, one where hope is the first prerequisite to effective supervision,
seemed to contain the heart of the overarching experience that I felt while interviewing
the study participants. This was elaborated upon and colored in by other participants,
each of whom added depth and color to the idea of hope as central tenet. Steve,
congruent with Jean’s proposed nature of hope as central tenet, offered the following,
It seems as if hope feels essential in terms of, ‘you can’t not have it in order to
function in a therapist role well in that way’ because at some point it feels like
you’ll just go through the motions. I keep equating in my mind with curiosity
because it feels like, if there’s no hope then there’s no curiosity with the clients
and it’s hard to do anything without that.
Jean elaborated upon her conceptualization of hope as a central tenet by saying, “When I
think about hope, I think about that being a space for optimism, a space for growth and
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change, and also a space of resilience where challenges can happen” and also elaborating
about her conceptualization of hope as a place of beginnings by saying, “I don’t know
that I would have used hope specifically, but that that’s more of a foundational piece, that
hope and trust and respect are kind of where we’re starting.” Diana offered a similar
conceptualization of hope, saying,
I think hope is more than just warmth, this like, “Can you see this person
holistically? Can you see them as a clinician in progress but already possessing all
of those things waiting to be uncovered, waiting to be transformed, waiting to be
brought about by maybe a difficult situation or something that didn’t go so well?”
Sage described a conceptualization of hope that felt synchronous with Diana’s and added
an element of supervisory responsibility,
I think, hope for me, it means, this might sound cliché, but it means having faith
in, because I think we all, when we engage in a training contract, whether that’s
with matching an intern or agreeing to take a practicum student on, we are seeing
potential and with that potential you have to have hope that, not only can the
person move in that direction, but that you as a professional can help shape in that
way too so that either you’re unlocking opportunities that the person didn’t know
they had so thinking back to self-efficacy and also that we’re not going to further
create a stumbling block, so it kind of also goes back to that relationship piece
where we all have to working in the same direction.
Matt shared a similar focus on his experience of hope in terms of a felt responsibility
related to promoting supervisee professional growth,
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I’m sure that you’re getting all kinds of feedback on this one but what comes to
my mind is that I think when I think of some of the folks I’ve worked with, selfconfidence and challenges with self-confidence have been inextricably linked to I
think their sense of hope about their ability to grow and to develop into an
amazing clinician. So I think about hope as kind of interconnected with that sense
of self-confidence or self-competence.
Sage also described conceptualizing hope as “being willing to take risks,” elaborating
upon what this looks like in the room for her as a supervisor,
I feel like there’s hope in the relationship for supervision and for personal growth
as a therapist when you choose either end of the spectrum, where you’re like,
“look, I think this is like the crappiest session I think I’ve ever done” and it’s
never as bad as we think it is, or “this was the best thing that I’ve ever done but I
know that I still have room to grow, and help me see it, and let’s see it together”
and that’s where I think I see it play out the most.
Scarlet focused on the role of how she conceptualizes hope in terms of the supervisory
relationship, describing it by saying,
hope is an integral part of that relationship and so, if you can build that
relationship, if you can build it on this premise that I have hope for you and belief
in you and confidence in you, then there’s a lot that can flow from that.
Selina offered an example of the specific role that she felt hope played for her in this
relational context,
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I think that the role of hope was like, they knew I believe in them, they knew I
trusted them, they didn’t feel like micromanaged by me or like overly criticized,
and I think that that helped us have a really strong, trusting relationship.
Kristin described how she conceptualized hope through the lens of what she was able to
offer to her supervisee,
Hope for me, so I think maybe I could ground it in what I hope to accomplish as a
supervisor is to find that balance of being able to translate what I know, in terms
of the knowledge I’ve acquired through my education but really mostly through
my practice, right, like “how have I honed my craft? How can I teach it to
someone else so that they can do it well but at the same time find their own way
of doing it, find their own identity and come to be the best version of themselves
that they can be?”
Helen, revisiting the hope-as-central-tenet theme, described this process by saying, “I
think it’s (hope and the supervisory relationship) directly correlated and I think that the
supervisory relationship has a huge influence on clients’ outcomes and the therapeutic
relationship and I just think that hope’s essential.” She further elaborated her
conceptualization of this process by saying,
I feel like hope is an essential part of therapy and that as clinicians we are holding
hope for our clients and, you know without putting that pressure on them that
they’re supposed to change or do something different, but that we always hold
that hope for them that change is possible, that alleviating some of their suffering
is possible, and so in supervision I feel like teaching someone how to do that is
part of the supervisory process and relationship.
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Wanda emphasized the same sort of instructional process that Helen described by
offering her own conceptualization of hope,
In terms of hope my first thought goes to certainly hope in terms of how we
approach our work with clients and with students and the hope that they can grow
and improve and that they have the resources and ability to work through or
overcome or move forward from some of the issues they’re struggling with
As evidenced by these perspective offered across the study participants, the theme of
hope as something integral, essential, and foundational to providing effective supervision
emerged.
Specific Supervisor Hopes. This subtheme was derived from how participants
each offered examples of specific hopes that they hold for their supervisee within the
supervisory context. These varied from person to person but constellated around several
salient messages. A cornerstone of these specific hopes was the desire that the supervisee
gets something beneficial from supervision, whether in the form of increased skill
development, confidence, or overall willingness to take risks. These sentiments were
often being accompanied by an emphasis on the importance of the supervisory
relationship. A secondary hope that was explicitly present across the majority of the
study participants was a hope that their supervisee be an invested agent in the process of
supervision. Often, supervisors would stress the hope that their supervisees felt able to be
open, vulnerable, and curious in terms of how they present to supervision. Selina
described the intersection of several of these strands when she offered the following,
I think a big one for me is the hope for them to develop self-efficacy but also like
confidence in themselves, like I want them to believe in their abilities, I want
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them to know and to acknowledge when they’re doing a good job, you know I
want them to feel like they are competent therapists and I think it would differ
based on who the supervisee is and their strengths and areas for growth but I do
think that a big thing is for me to feel like I’m creating a positive non-judgmental
environment where they feel like they can grow and they can develop confidence
and feel good about their work because I think, especially as a beginning
therapist, you can feel so insecure and self-conscious and it feels very vulnerable
to put yourself out there to try this new thing that is not easy so my biggest hope
is that they develop confidence in themselves.
Wade’s perspective emphasizes the time-limited facet of this process that Selina is
discussing above by describing how, “Once they start practicing there’s nothing I can do
and so I can only plant the seed, and it’s up to them to water it or to walk down that path
or cultivate that flower.” This recognition, that supervisors have limited time to create an
environment within which supervisees can feel safe and vulnerable incrementally making
progress toward their desired goals, leads naturally to a discussion related to the various
ways in which supervisor’s think about holding hope within supervisory contexts.
Holding Hope. This subtheme was derived from how participants, while
conceptualizing hope, drew attention to three ways that they hold hope within the
supervisory context. Holding hope in this context means deliberate facets of being
hopeful that feel present for supervisors as they reflect on providing supervision: for
themselves as supervisors, for their supervisees, and for their supervisee’s clients. A few
times, participants brought up the idea of holding hope for the society and psychological
profession as a whole. In terms of holding hope for themselves as supervisors,
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participants talked about the hopes they feel related to setting effective boundaries for
themselves, learning and growing from their supervisees, and feeling inspired by
witnessing their supervisee’s growth. Scarlet talked about effective boundary setting
when she said,
I think the things in supervision that keep me hopeful are the same things that
keep me hopeful as a clinician which is that like I believe in peoples’ power to
change, I believe in the inherent goodness of humanity and of people, and do
certain supervisees come with more challenges than others? Yes. And part of my
hope is also that when those ones occur, I go to my administration and I advocate
for more release time as their supervisor because we’ve got to get some other
things going, right?
In terms of learning and growing from her supervisees, Diana offered the following,
I think that that also is a hopeful way to go in is like, “you’ve got some things that
I don’t, you’re gonna inspire me in ways I don’t know of yet” and unlike Clients,
I share that a little bit more with supervisees. I think with Clients I do at the
appropriate times but it’s not really about you and neither is supervision, part of
that self-disclosure in letting them know that even though that maybe they’re five
years behind in certain ways that there are so many other things that just by them
being them can give to me. So I’m hopeful that I get something from that
investment of time and energy and the sharing that we have too.
Wade echoed this desire to be inspired by his supervisees, emphasizing honesty and
authenticity as being particularly inspiring,
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I think seeing people in the clinic who express themselves in various ways,
express their gender in various ways, express their sexuality and affection in
different ways, all those things make me feel hopeful, I think it signals a sense of
hope to our students as well, that, you know this isn’t just an idea, it’s not just a
soundbyte, it’s not just a youtube tedtalk, like we truly believe that all people have
something to offer this profession, as evidenced by the fact that they’re here, in
this program, and you should be too. And that gives me hope, and one of the
reasons I want to continue to do what I do as a future counseling psychologist.
A second form of holding hope was related to holding hope for the supervisee.
This form of holding hope often reflected a tendency on the supervisor’s part to want to
believe the best in the supervisee and/or their abilities and how maintaining this belief felt
important to seeing them reach their potential as clinicians. Clark said the following
about holding hope for his supervisees, “If I can give them the hope that I can hold them
when they’re really struggling and help them understand that they are stronger and more
capable than they think, that lets them challenge clients more.” Diana described this
process slightly differently, emphasizing more agency on the part of the supervisee and
the hope she holds that they will realize their potential through supervision, “I’m almost
thinking of Mary Pipher and just you know Letters to a young therapist that says, ‘you
have everything you need other than you know the specific skills, you’ve got it all.’”
Matt described this sense of holding hope for his supervisee as being more related to their
therapeutic style than to any specific interventions, elaborating,
I think often it’s easier to see the unique qualities and strengths that someone has
when you watch their work then it is for them to see it if there’s a lot of self-
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criticism and so often I will find I’m getting really excited about some of the
potential that I see, I almost want to say not even the specific interventions
because that can be taught, but in their way with clients, like their ability to just
naturally connect in a genuine unique way with clients.
A third form of supervisors holding hope was related to the supervisee’s client.
This form of holding hope was related to processes where supervisors actively held hope
for client outcomes, resiliency, and ability to get something beneficial out of the
counseling context. Diana described how this process feels for her in terms of working
within a university counseling center setting,
A lot of the hope that you’re holding is also for their clients, cause I think that
same belief would be hard to hold for your supervisee and then just not have that
for clients or vice versa. That becomes a framework to say, “you might be seeing
someone in a really rough spot,” especially in university counseling centers where
you’re seeing the acuity is just getting higher and higher. Holding hope for the
students who are seeking services is really critical even when your supervisee
loses the hope.
Scarlet talks about a similar experience within her work with marginalized and
underprivileged populations,
I think it’s much more of that line, or like highlighting Client resiliency like, a
large portion of the students we work with are first generation low-SES students
at our university, significant rates of homelessness and other things that also are at
work within this population and so saying things like, “It’s just so remarkable that
this human, who doesn’t have a phone and who we can’t reach via phone and can
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only check their email every four days, and they ride the bus, and so we’re gonna
be really flexible about them arriving late, and all of these other things, look at the
fact that they’re consistently showing up and they’re still trying”
These two participants were not alone in honoring the tenacity and resilience of clients.
The vast majority of the study participants offered similar statements regarding
maintaining a holistic hopefulness toward their supervisee’s clients and the possible
benefits they could derive from therapy. Participants seemed to collectively agree that
one of the responsibilities of a clinical supervisor is to maintain hope not only for their
direct supervisees but also for the clients with whom they conduct therapy.
Systemic Facets of Hope. Throughout the study, participants highlighted that a
variety of systemic factors could impact their conceptualization and experience of hope
within supervisory contexts. Systemic facets of hope could be alternatively
conceptualized as aspects of the overarching culture, the system within which they work,
or any other aspect of a practitioner’s lived experience that could unduly impact their
ability to think about or access hope. Some of these reported systemic factors were
related to scheduling constraints for either the supervisor or supervisee, session limits for
the organization overall, or barriers to experiencing hope derived from identities. Scarlet
described this experience of a systemic limitation to her (and her supervisee’s) ability to
make space for hope when she has to tell them, usually in the wake of a system-wide
crisis, “I literally don’t have time for this, there’s some other systemic factor, right? It’s
not that I don’t believe in you but we have another thing that is hitting us hard and needs
our attention.” It is intuitive that crises would take focus away from emphasizing hope
and hopefulness but may also provide support, through the broaden-and-build model of
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positive emotions, for the importance of making time in those more critical moments to
create space for explicit hope-promotion. Support for this notion, as well as the idea that
systemic pressures (e.g., session limits) can have negative impacts on a supervisee’s level
of hope, can be seen in Steve’s description of the joy he feels when he experiences a
supervisee’s hopefulness,
I mean to me it feels exciting and a sense of joy comes out of me when I see hope
in them because that makes me feel like they’re inspired to work harder because
of it, right? Like, if they have hope that they can, you know whether it’s their
own stuff and doing well in their profession or working with this client, then I
think there’s more of a fire in them and so I’m excited to see that fire and want to
help them spark that so that they’re not feeling put down by maybe a systemic
pressure to see this client in a certain amount of sessions or what have you.
Kristin provides insight into the importance of conceptualizing hope in a mindful and
culturally-sensitive manner by saying,
So here’s where my diversity, my cultural sensitivity/humility stuff comes into
place because I think about, not everyone can hold hope or experience hope
depending on what they’ve experienced in their own life and the level of
oppression or lack of privilege or lack of access to things and so I think it’s
important for us to recognize even a concept like hope has a lot of implications
for it meaning different things to different people and for it not to exist in certain
people because it’s just not something that they can experience or have a hard
time connecting to because of systemic or cultural or historical racial issues and
things.
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The essence of this idea should not be lost on anyone existing within the current sociopolitical climate. That supervisees, especially those with marginalized identities who are
likely to have first-hand experiences related to systemic oppression, could have a harder
time accessing hopefulness in their personal and professional identities underscores the
need for supervisors to maintain cultural humility and be willing to model openness and
vulnerability related to the power dynamics inherent to the supervisory context. This
facet of the supervisory landscape can underscore the importance for supervisors,
especially those who possess a considerable number of privileged identities, to recognize
how the hopes they hold for their supervisees may be influenced by their own cultural
identities, experiences, and values.
Hope Depends on Supervisee’s Needs. This subtheme originated from how
participants described a consistent tendency to reflect on the developmental needs of their
various supervisees, elaborating often that their conceptualization of hope would vary
depending on where their supervisees were in their vocational trajectory. Wade
described this by saying, “It’s hard because the ruler kind of changes for each person
right? I hope different things for different people and try to have a realistic sense of what
they’re going to accomplish with me in one semester.” Anna described a similar process
that she uses when thinking about hope in supervision,
So it’s basically just focused on how I will assume the role that I need to based on
the supervisee’s needs, so sometimes I might be more of a supervisor, sometimes
I might be more of a mentor, sometimes I might serve the role of a consultant or
teacher so I just assume the role based on what the supervisee needs. And I also
take into consideration what level they’re coming in with and by that I mean
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expertise because I can have a 1st year counseling psychology student but they
might have worked at an agency and come in with experience so then I tailor
based on experience not only on the year that they’re coming in with so I try to
keep in mind what I think they might need based on the level of experience that
they have.
Jean echoed this sentiment, saying, “I’ve worked with pre-practicum students through
post-degree folks providing supervision, sometimes it’s more consultation and sometimes
its more didactic learning/teaching so it really depends on where the trainee or where my
supervisee is developmentally and what their needs are.” Although these sentiments may
seem on the surface like they are merely assessments of supervisee development, each
participant underscored how their experience of hope for their supervisees are shaped by
the supervisee’s identified developmental needs.
Hope as Advocacy. Participants also consistently addressed thoughts and
feelings about hope’s relationship to advocacy within (and sometimes beyond)
supervision. The perspectives often involved the role of supervisors in advocating for
their, or their supervisees’ needs as related to lived identities/experiences. Diana offered
the following related to being mindful of supervisee identities and backgrounds,
We know that there are certain things that go on that part of the package is a sense
of hopelessness and that the hopelessness is a symptom of something else that is
going on. Well the supervisees that we have, although they’re in this field,
they’re also human which means they might have their own mental health
struggles, they might have their own personal trauma background, abuse
backgrounds, identity either questionings or identities they’ve chosen that, for
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different reasons, really make it difficult to navigate the world in safe ways. And
I think that it’s one thing to hold hope, it’s another thing to and to hope that they
have hope with themselves to, it’s another thing to think about maybe the
advocacy piece which comes from my counseling psychology background but are
there things that need to be addressed, whether it’s connecting them to a therapist,
connecting them to advocacy resources, connecting them to some social service,
helping to provide accommodations in a certain way.
Sage described what maintaining hope for advocacy efforts can look like within
supervision,
Liberation feels like such a big a part of that, and to me it’s really starting to tease
some of the ideas that I have about counseling psychology and social justice and
how much, and kind of putting those pieces together, how much hope can play
such a role in that? Because I think that we have to believe that change can
happen and we have to believe that the efforts that we put in, on both ends,
supervisor and supervisee, are going to be worth it, and that can be really hard
sometimes and you know I think about campaigns around queer adolescence, It
Gets Better, Obama’s campaign, Hope, like these were things, like these things
can happen, but enough people have to believe in it, and enough people have to be
willing to put the energy and effort into making a change, and sometimes
internship is that last opportunity to really get that and it can be really tricky.
Meanwhile, Helen described this internal experience of advocacy as an extension of
hope,
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I am always trying to see the bigger picture that there are aspects of our society
that need attention and change and that this outrage that people are experiencing
and taking to the streets, when I see the bigger picture I view that as a very
hopeful sign that there’s mobility in that that can create change so I think that
trying to carry that perspective in all aspects of my life and how I view human
interactions and therapy and supervision and so I feel like that’s something that
has to be cultivated continuously.
Helen’s sentiment underscores the overarching sense that a fundamental aspect of
supervisory hope is that it signifies that change is possible. It was exciting to experience
the study participants engaging in such deep reflection regarding advocacy as a form of
hope both within, and occasionally beyond, supervision. Several memos came up for me
during these segments of the transcription process related to the importance of promoting
a holistic hopefulness within supervision that honors each facet of a supervisee’s
identities while engaging in discussions related to the various ways in which advocacy
can be a form of hope.
Supervisor Influences on Hope
The second theme related to the textural description of supervisor hope in clinical
supervision was related to the supervisors themselves, whether their identities or their
training experiences that shaped their approach to supervision. Participants offered their
insights related to how their identities influenced and shaped their experience of hope
within supervision. Subthemes beneath this theme were: 1) Supervisory Style, 2) Models
of Supervision, and 3) Honoring Diversity.
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Supervisory Style. Participants each acknowledged characteristics of their
supervisory style and how these could influence hope within supervision. Many
participants emphasized a collaborative, open, and connected style characterized by
mutual respect and warmth. Some participants identified how their supervisory style had
been built upon their theoretical orientation. Harvey, for example, offered the following,
“My supervisory style reflects my clinical style in that I’m very person-centered and
interpersonal in my approach to supervision so I focus on facilitating a very strong
relationship based on trust and unconditional positive regard and acceptance.” Clark, on
the other hand, described his supervisory style as useful in that it,
helps me push them and them feel that they can manage to be pushed around. I
tell my supervisees that I’m very confrontative and yet with them and with clients
I don’t raise my voice, so it’s not the confrontation that they’re used to and so that
they can take being pushed is helpful, but they also learn how to push somebody
without raising their voice, without cursing, without doing all those other things
and to see how you can be effective. So obviously I’m doing a lot of modeling
when I’m doing this at the same time and so I think that’s part of my style is to
find ways to use words and tones and things like that rather than bringing a
hammer.
I had a pretty visceral reaction as a mental health practitioner to Clark’s reported style of
confrontation with his supervisees. Something about the language of “pushing people
around” coming from an older White man felt problematic given the current
sociopolitical climate. This process was informed by my struggling to bracket my beliefs
about supervision being a place of warmth and acceptance and possibly a personal
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aversion to conflictual environments of learning. I found myself imagining what it would
feel like to work with a highly confrontational supervisor, especially one with as many
privileged identities as Clark had, and made several memos related to whether (and how)
it would be possible for supervisees to experience Clark’s reported level of confrontation
in a positive, affirming, and hopeful way. The vast majority of the other participants
reported wanting supervision to be characterized by warmth and connectedness, like
Harvey’s example, so the unique perspective offered by Clark felt particularly interesting
and worthy of reflection.
Models of Supervision. Every participant offered some insights into how the
model(s) of supervision that they utilize and how that can shape the supervisory process
and may inform the hopes they identify as being relevant for their supervisees. Sage
described her approach by saying that it was, “competency-based supervision but I do
integrate some components of feminist supervision and therapy and psychodynamic
theory into my supervision, particularly around transference and countertransference with
clients.” This model of supervision could inform specific hopes related to her
supervisee’s development. Kristin described how even the setting plays a large factor,
elaborating upon how working in a data-driven center informed her experience of what it
meant to be “a good supervisor” from within her supervisory model. This framework can
naturally shape how she thinks about hope as being relevant to the supervisory process
and what role hope plays in her work. Jean described her background and training as
being “more within the integrated developmental model of supervision.” She described
how her experience within that model of supervision helped her increase her own hope as
a clinician and how that has informed her own supervisory processes with her
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supervisees, by giving each a space to celebrate progress along their levels of growth.
This process, of identifying and developing goals related to growth across various IDM
domains, allowed her and her supervisees the space to celebrate improvements across
time. Interestingly, none of the other participants explicitly tied at any point their
conceptualization or promotion of hope to the model of supervision that they had learned.
What might this mean regarding how supervision and training is taught? Is hope so
implicit a process that it does not deserve explicit mention within models of supervision?
Is it possible that the medical model of psychology has provided a deficit-orientation
toward supervision and training such that hope does not have a natural space within
which to be emphasized? Or could supervisory models not play as significant a role in
how supervisors think about and promote hope in supervisory contexts?
Honoring Diversity. The emergence and recurrence of this subtheme as
important to supervisory conceptualizations of hope demonstrates a link between clinical
supervisors identifying their social justice orientations and the relationship between these
identities/values and hope. Twelve of the fourteen study participants emphasized the
importance of honoring diversity and recognizing personal privilege as part of their
experience as supervisors and as impacting how they think about and promote hope
within supervision. Interestingly, each of the two supervisors who made no mention of
diversity or their personal privilege identified as older White men. Several memos
addressed this absence, each of which had as some component of it the notion of
privilege for older White men socialized in the United States especially as this privilege
was related to not needing to invest mental or emotional energy into reflecting on
diversity and multiculturalism. Thankfully, this pattern did not hold throughout the
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remainder of the participants and, across a variety of racial/cultural identities, participants
identified their own appreciation for diversity and reflected on their privileges that
derived from these identities. Diana, for example, described how she reflects upon her
identities, “I’m a citizen now but the immigrant experience is definitely a part of me. I’m
bisexual, I’m married to a man so there’s some heterosexual privilege in that sense.” She
also described how this informs her supervisory work as she deliberately works to “make
and hold space” for other folks with marginalized identities. Relatedly, Matt expressed
how he felt like his privilege informs his supervisory work, “I think about being a
cisgender White male and the role that plays in my supervisory work and how I need to
navigate that in a way that can promote growth for supervisees and a social justice
perspective.” Wade focused on how his training and experience for his master’s degree
which took place in a predominantly White institution in the Midwest contrasted with his
PhD program which was at a “Hispanic serving institution which emphasized social
justice and cultural factors” shaped how he engaged with his identity as a White man and
how his intersectional identities affected every aspect of his supervisory work. The
overarching connection between the honoring diversity subtheme and hope seems to be
predicated on, and lay the groundwork for a discussion of, intersecting intersectional
identities within supervision and the potential impact those dynamics could have on the
supervisory working alliance, which will be explored in greater detail during the
examination of structural themes and subthemes.
Experience of Supervisee Hope
The third and final textural theme related to was related to how supervisors
experience hope from their supervisees. Several subthemes emerged from the
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perspectives offered by participants related to their experience of supervisee hope. These
subthemes were: 1) Openness is Hopefulness, 2) “Okay, maybe I’m not so hopeful,” and
3) Invested Supervisees.
Openness is Hopefulness. This subtheme largely came out of the characteristics
that supervisors offered for what characteristics led to them experiencing hope for their
supervisees. Although several characteristics came up, openness was the one
brought up most frequently by participants. Wanda described a number of
commonly reported characteristics, “openness, energy, engagement, things that show me
that they’re willing to learn and try things.” Sage described a similar experience, saying
that her hope is increased when her supervisees maintain “a mindful, non-defensive
stance, with self-reflection, and a willingness to be vulnerable as appropriate.” Others
that people offered were curiosity, creativity, flexibility, and a sense of contagious
hopefulness that influenced their level of hope within supervision. Anna stressed the
importance of supervisees feeling able to be authentic, elaborating,
Authenticity is I guess what I would add, I really want them to be authentic and
honest with themselves kind of like this idea of like, “when you’re in the room
with a client, how much different is that person from somebody else?” cause I see
personality as a tool and usually 1st years’, or at least this is a trend that I’ve
noticed, tend to think “I need to be like somebody else” and I’m like, “maybe,
maybe not, but from personal experience I know that for me, the strongest
relationships I’ve had with clients was when I didn’t have to pretend that I was
being somebody else or that I was trying to be this perfect counselor.” Cause at
the end of the day you do bring experiences and identities, that you couldn’t have
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read from books, into the room and those are valuable too and so I think the
authenticity part too.
This emphasis on authenticity was echoed by several other participants, each of whom
reported feeling like a supervisee who felt safe bringing their honest version of
themselves into the therapy context was more likely to work effectively with their clients.
“Okay, maybe I’m not so hopeful.” For the most part, supervisee traits that
supervisors reported as reducing supervisory hopefulness were the opposite of the
positive traits listed above. These could be distilled down into the following list of most
repeated tendencies that inhibited supervisory hope: resistance, anger, defensiveness, or
guardedness in response to supervisors or clients. Supervisors also reported feeling less
hopeful when they felt like the supervisee was not being teachable, when they expressed
intense self-criticism or self-doubt, and when they felt particularly disconnected from the
supervisor. Wanda framed a lot of these potentially problematic reactions as being
“defenses against hopelessness” on the part of supervisees. According to Wanda,
behaviors like blaming the client, not trying new things, and countertransference related
to feelings of frustration all serve to bolster the supervisee from experiencing
hopelessness in their ability to enact meaningful change. Sage described some
complications that can arise when supervisees feel particularly averse to feedback,
I think sometimes it can affect it in the sense that it can start to feel like a lot more
criticism versus like, “these are growth areas” and it’s particularly tricky as a
training director versus just a supervisor because I’ve got a lot of information that
I’m holding at once and so having that information but still having an opportunity
to provide feedback to somebody I have to be judicious and sometimes it can stall
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the growth process because I can’t give somebody a hundred pieces of feedback
because what’s that gonna do that’s just gonna overwhelm them and that’s gonna
further create this self-fulfilling prophecy for themselves and then the agency
where nobody feels successful or like they’re able to progress.
Concerns related to a lack of progress and unwillingness to grow were emphasized by
several participants. Kristin had the following to say,
Less hopeful I think is when I don’t see that growth, when I don’t see them really
absorbing it, when there’s that sense of defensiveness or that attitude of “I kind of
already know it” or “okay, I’m going to respect what you’re saying but I’m not
gonna really practice it that way or see the value in it” like continually being stuck
in a certain place and not being able to grow from it. Or being careless or things
like that, where I’m like “I have concerns, are you in this for the right reasons?”
or they don’t have…they’re not as engaged, they’re checked out, they have other
priorities, but you know obviously within reason right? Like circumstances will
dictate that but not necessarily feeling as open or as engaged to keep learning, to
keep growing, to be responsive to feedback, to value that, so that would be
worrisome for me.
A different lens related to feeling less hopeful was offered by Wade when he described
how his being “very out” in his department as a queer man contributed to difficulties
within his relationship with his supervisee, who had “cultural barriers related to exposing
themselves to information related to LGBTQ issues.” Although he identified himself as
having learned a lot from the supervisory relationship, Wade’s experience highlights how
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the intersection of identities can influence how a given supervisee’s experiences and level
of hope can vary within the supervisory context.
Invested Supervisees. A happy, and hopefully useful, typo and coding accident
that occurred during my memoing process led to the genesis of this subtheme. Reflecting
back on participant disclosures related to their experience of supervisee hope within
supervision, it became clearer that many participants explicitly identified level of
investment as a significant aspect influencing their own levels of hopefulness. Diana
described her experience of wanting invested supervisees by saying,
I have a pretty, maybe not assumption, but I work best when a supervisee is also
actively involved in the process. And if something’s going on where they are
maybe taking on a more passive role or not feeling engaged in the process and
that’s, I am pretty process oriented and want to look at what’s going on where
they’re not feeling maybe as either bought-in or as much ownership of that space.
I recognize there is an evaluative component but I really love it and think
supervisees get the most out of it if they come in actively wanting to have some
part of the ownership of where we go, what we talk about, what they want to get
out of that, that intention behind it so I do a lot to try to empower that or draw
attention to it if it’s not present.
Scarlet echoed this desire, “I mean I guess my other hope is that they would be willing to
engage in the process enough to tell me what’s not working. I think that’s a pretty
important piece for me.” Jean colored in these perspectives by describing how she
equates some forms of supervisee anxiety with this experience of being invested,
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High levels of anxiety I am actually fine with, I love it, cause it means that it
means a lot to my supervisee. You know, if you’re pretty anxious about it and you
want to do it right, then that increases my level of hope cause it’s like, “you really
care, okay!” Yeah cause I’m an attachment theorist underlying all of it and so
when I think about anxious attachment, it’s like, “it’s cause it really really really
really matters.” If you’re anxious about this, clearly, that tells me that it really
matters to you and I have noticed with some of my folks that have higher anxiety
levels that I’ve worked with, or worry about it, that they are more likely to tell me
any time something happens, umm, and I appreciate that level of communication.
Jean’s ability to tie the positive traits of communicativeness, openness, and
overall investment to an experience (anxiety) that is commonly considered to be
problematic or negative feels like an appropriately representative bridge across the three
themes that have comprised the textural description of supervisory hope in clinical
supervision. Through the lens she offered, she demonstrated how she conceptualizes
hope from within her personal identities and experiences the supervisee’s level of hope as
a result.
Structural Description
Structural descriptions within transcendental phenomenology seek to integrate the
overarching structural qualities into themes that connect participants’ experiences to
dynamics that evoke, for each participant, the textural qualities that they reported in their
textural descriptions of the experience. In the present study, structural descriptions were
consistently related to the “how” processes of supervisory hope in clinical supervision
and seemed frequently to directly tie back into (whether implicitly or explicitly) the
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working alliance and the overarching relationship between the supervisor and supervisee.
Structural descriptions for the 14 study participants are distributed across the following
essential themes: 1) Promoting Hope, 2) Expressing Hope, and 3) Hope’s Impact on the
Supervisory Relationship, and 4) Hope’s Impact on the Supervisee’s Work with Clients.
Promoting Hope
The first structural theme was reflective of how supervisors promote hope within
and for their supervisees. Four subthemes emerged from participant perspectives offered
related to their experience of the “how” of promoting hope. These subthemes were: 1)
Empowering Supervisees, 2) “Flourishing and not just surviving,” and 3) Promoting
Holistic Hopefulness, 4) Participant Reactions to the Study.
Empowering Supervisees. The consistent trends that came out of participant
disclosures related to empowering supervisee emphasized several significant processes.
Some of the most frequently reported were: promoting increased agency, transitioning
into offering supervisees greater autonomy over time, self-disclosing more over time,
how creating a sense of collaboration feels empowering for supervisees, and promoting
self-care practices for supervisees. Diana expressed how she tries to promote this in
supervision by saying how she feels, “…very happy to let my supervisee try different
things and take risks so I bring that into the work by empowering them to feel like they
can get out of it what they’d like to get out of it.” Wade emphasized the sense of this
feeling of empowering supervisees and how, when done effectively, it does not occur in a
vacuum and may create a “chain of empowerment,”
the hope that I can, especially when I’m supervising doctoral students who I think
will more commonly fill this (supervisory) role, the hope that I can model
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something, that I can give them something that they will pass on to their
supervisees when they move forward, so I guess a sense of generativity, I hope
that I can give something that’s gonna be useful, not only to them but to the
people that they’re going to serve and so on and so forth, kind of continue the
chain of passing along something that I learned from somebody else that I really
admire and appreciate, that hopefully they pass on to the next person in line.
Wade also described how this chain of empowerment, as a necessity, must contain a
willingness to engage in a discussion of culture within the supervisory context, especially
when these conversations feel difficult, saying how it was, “…kind of the scariest thing
for me as a white person. I thought this was a uniquely white male phenomenon but
consultation with colleagues across identities exposed how it’s scary for many of us to
discuss culture in supervision.” Wade identified that a willingness to engage in difficult
conversations related to culture was something that he felt particularly inclined to try to
promote in his supervisees, saying, “moving my supervisees to a place where they can do
that with their clients, by starting with talking about us and moving into that discussion
with clients when it’s appropriate is something that I try to encourage.” Clark described
the experience of being able to tell when a supervisee is feeling successfully empowered,
describing this distinction as, “with good supervision you feel like you can do your work,
with great supervision you feel like, ‘give me the worst person coming in the door, I want
to work with them because I can handle all of it.’” This leads us to the next subtheme
related to the “how” of empowering supervisees.
“Flourishing and not just surviving.” About half of the participants mentioned
explicitly the idea that they want to promote hope in their supervisees by creating an
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environment where the supervisee can feel like they are flourishing in their work roles.
In the case of clinical supervision, flourishing suggests a tendency for supervisees to
identify themselves as thriving within (and possibly beyond) their various work roles.
Some specific ways that supervisors identified trying to facilitate this environment were:
building self-confidence in the supervisee through emphasizing strengths, utilizing
evaluations to highlight incremental growth over time, and challenging supervisees to
acknowledge limitations while simultaneously challenging them to continue learning and
growing. “A not-so-vicious cycle” was a memo that came out of my reflections on this
process, wherein supervisors identified how supervisees acknowledging progress toward
their goals led to the supervisees seeming more hopeful in their ability to reach their
desired goals. This experience reported by participants was reminiscent for me of the
Broaden-and-Build model of positive emotions in how goal-attainment and hopefulness
seemed to iteratively contribute to an upward spiral of positive emotions. Similarly, the
Goal Focused Positive Psychotherapy approach has this mechanism as one of its
hallmarks, wherein positive emotions can lead to increased hope and increases in hope
can lead to increased positive emotions. Anna, Kristin, Wade, and Steve each talked
about how their perspectives regarding how they utilize formal progress assessments and
evaluations have changed over time, with each of them reporting a tendency to rely on
formal evaluations more as a means of emphasizing supervisee strengths and areas of
incremental measurable growth over time. Steve reported a desire related to this process
for his supervisees of, “encouraging them to take those further steps instead of them
feeling like, ‘I just need to be safe and I just need to get through this practicum or
internship or whatever’ that it’s about flourishing and not just surviving.”
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Promoting Holistic Hopefulness. Almost all of the participants described the
idea that they aspire to promote a holistic form of hopefulness within their supervisee(s).
Some specific pathways that supervisors identified trying to take in supervision in order
to promote a holistic form of hopefulness were discussed. Among these, a common
thread was the idea of broadening what hope means and can look like, ideas related to
this are supervisors communicating how not all of a given supervisee’s clinical work will
be excellent and that that is okay, that growing is a part of the process, trying to promote
a version of the supervisee that focuses on the bigger picture and is able to honor the
pathways (the work done in therapy) rather than trying to determine whether a given
client is “cured.” This was described by several participants as trying to promote a
paradigm shift where supervisees focus on incremental growth over time rather than
looking for more grandiose changes. Selina described part of this process as creating
space for supervisees to feel permission to make mistakes, experience safety with her as a
nonjudgmental supervisor (despite the evaluative nature of some facets of supervision)
and develop a deep-seated belief in the process of gradual change. Wanda described how
a holistic hope (rather than having a litany of memorized facts at the ready) can be just,
“that supervisees get group participants talking, engaging, and feeling a sense of safety,
connectedness, comfort in the room, to be able to open up, to be comfortable, to really
talk honestly about what’s happening in their life,”
A primary tool that most participants identified as helping them promote a space
where supervisees feel able to reflect on meaningful changes in their work with clients,
and to promote a sense of holistic hopefulness more generally, was self-disclosure.
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Diana offered a noteworthy example of what this form of self-disclosure could look like
in role as a supervisor,
I think sometimes I use things that come from my background in feminist
psychology and multicultural psychotherapies that really try and attend to the
power differential is to use self-disclosure sparingly but in really intentional ways
to let them know about, “this took me this long” or “I remember being in this
place and this is what my process was like or these were the barriers that I came
across” and I think that that’s really important as well because you know whether
we feel like it or not, we are holding this authority figure role for them and
different students especially with different identities are going to hold a certain
level of admiration or maybe idolization in there so just being explicit about and
self-disclosing the difficulties for you can be something that leads to hope, of
setting some of those realistic expectations, that maybe some of these things
aren’t going to come together in about a month but that they’re on their way and
you believe they can get there because now they have awareness that maybe they
didn’t before.
Diana’s description of how self-disclosure can be a way of normalizing the
developmental process suggests that part of the “how” process of hope in clinical
supervision is promoting a sense of mindfulness related to the developmental trajectory
of being a clinician-in-training. Another area related to the overarching theme of
promoting hope was that study participants reported their own level of hope may have
been influenced by participating in the study given its own emphasis on hope.
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Reactions to the Study. This subtheme came from the fact that over half
of the participants offered their perspectives related to the experience of being
interviewed and/or their overall involvement in the dissertation study, which led
to the overarching sense reported by participants that focusing on hope was one
strategy that could be used to promote hope. Some of the main takeaways that
were derived from these unprompted reflections were: benefits that study
participants experienced from spending time talking about hope in clinical
supervision, introspection that was derived from the interview process, and the
possibility of the interview leading to actionable improvements in participants’
supervisory skills. Several of these align nicely with the idea of deliberate
practice, wherein practitioners systematically develop increased proficiency
through mindfully acting in ways that create incremental progress over time.
Participants reported also feeling the interview questions thoroughly accessed
hope in clinical supervision, challenged them to think about places where they
could engage in further conversations about hope as an element of supervision
since these conversations seem to be either infrequent or not happening at all, and
are iteratively hope-promoting themselves in creating a space for supervisors to
sink into the experience of being hopeful for themselves as supervisors, for their
supervisees, and for their supervisees’ clients. These participant reflections on the
overarching experience of what it was like for them to be interviewed about hope
in clinical supervision, especially as it related to them continuing to reportedly
find deeper and deeper levels to their own experience of hope as supervisors, led
to the creation of the following haiku: The central tenet, empowers supervision,
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hopeful matryoshkas. Matryoshkas (also known as “Russian dolls”) are figures
that, when opened, reveal another smaller figure that contains another smaller
figure within, and so on. This same experience was felt as the researcher delved
further into hope in clinical supervision. With each new facet of hope within
supervision that was explored in the data, it seemed like another smaller container
of hope was discovered. Diana described the reality of how the process of
becoming involved in the research and its impacts by saying,
I’d just been busy and I saw this one and I was like, ‘no I’m gonna make
time for something like this’ and then I had the cancellation so, to have it
all perfectly kind of serendipitously kind of work out like this, and this
was really, it was great for me to reflect on these things as well. I miss
supervising, I’m in that teaching role and the facilitating role a lot but
supervision has its own particular goodies and different flavor to it and
just talking about it in this study was just connecting me to that and felt
really nice for me as well.
Sage reported a similar sentiment by saying, “I was so excited when I saw what you were
doing, on so many levels.” Steve expanded these sentiments to the profession as a whole
when he said, “I’m glad that you’re doing this work because it feels very hopeful, and
this will be a potential part of the research field that I think is always good to have in this
chaotic world that we live in.” In response to Steve’s expressed sentiment, I selfdisclosed how it often felt at the end of each interview, “like I say the word hope like
32,000 times,” to which Steve replied, “But then I would rather hear hope 32,000 times
than despair, I’m okay with it.” This sentiment seemed to be pervasive in participant
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experiences across the interviews, with most participants identifying some experience of
positive emotions being derived from the interview/reflective process of exploring hope
in supervision. This creates the implication that focusing on hope introspectively
throughout the interview process potentially led some of the study participants to identify
with greater hope related to their role as supervisors and was hope-promoting for them.
This begs the question of whether emphasizing hope with supervisees would have a
similar influence on their own level of hopefulness. This leads to the question of how,
whether done implicitly or explicitly, do supervisors express their hopes for their
supervisees?
Expressing Hope
The second structural theme was related to how supervisors express hope to their
supervisees. Initially, Expressing Hope was a subtheme of the Promoting Hope main
theme but evaluation of the structural theme unearthed that thematic differences emerged
under closer scrutiny. Four subthemes emerged from participant perspectives offered
related to their experience of the “how” of expressing hope. These subthemes were: 1)
“my hope for you is...,” 2) “bozos on the same bus,” 3) “celebrating the collective win,”
and 4) (In)Authentic Hope.
“my hope for you is....” This subtheme is related to how supervisors express
hope is largely related to the explicit process of active verbal communication of
supervisor hopes for their supervisees. This subtheme came out of the fact that most, if
not all, of the study participants identified a specific sentence that was some version of
“my hope for you is” that they explicitly state to their supervisees as part of the
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supervision process. Scarlet described several different versions of the “my hope for you
is” subtheme,
I will have conversations with them about, “I hope that when you leave here that
you feel like nothing that walks in your door is going to scare you.” I will say
things like, “I hope that you recognize the value of being in consultation and in
communication with other providers,” or “I hope you recognize that you only
have to ever alone when you choose to be alone, and don’t ever choose to be
alone, in this work.” Yeah, I mean, I make a lot of pretty hopeful statements [for
supervisees].
Scarlet also offered insight into how these explicit hopes were often tied into the
supervisor’s developmental goals for the supervisee, describing a recent experience, “I
recently said to one of my supervisees last week in supervision, ‘I hope this fails because
I’m really excited to see what you’re going to do when it happens.’” Scarlet described
how one of her developmental goals that she held for this supervisee was, “…that I need
her to start trusting the fact that she’s got good clinical instincts and so I’m excited for
her to fail and I hope she does.” Selina and Matt each also described a process of being
very explicit with their hopes for their supervisees that echoed Scarlet’s sentiments
above. Sage explored how just the act of entering into a training contract with a
supervisee was a form of implicitly communicating her level of hope to her supervisee,
I’m not gonna enter into a training contract, whether it’s a match for internship or
a supervision contract with a supervisee, if I don’t believe that they can perform at
the level that I’m gonna ask them to. So with those pieces coming into play,
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having those benchmarks clearly articulated helps provide that grounding of like,
“this is my hope for you and I believe that you’re gonna get there.”
Whether implicitly (like Sage) or explicitly (like Scarlet, Selina, and Matt), all of the
study participants had some sense of the pathways they utilize when communicating their
hopes to their supervisees.
“bozos on the same bus.” Diana is responsible for the creation of this subtheme
of expressing her hope for her supervisees. The idea of a supervisor expressing their
hope for a supervisee as part of the overarching sacred nature of supervision really struck
me as profound. I imagined being one of Diana’s supervisees and the warmth I
experienced while reflecting on her description of this process was palpable (and inspired
many memos). She described this experience as follows,
I feel honored to have worked with them [supervisees]. Like I use the line, “we’re
all bozos on the same bus” [in supervision] but I truly believe that. You know, a
friend of mine actually when they were going through internship interviews said,
and they had a Buddhist background and said, “I think of every person who is
interviewing me as a version of buddha and me as a version of buddha like we’re
each a buddha in the making. And I was like, “Oh, that’s like this we’re bozos on
the same bus” kind of thing, I mean this belief, maybe it comes from a humanistic
philosophy but this deep respect for this other individual, like honoring the
process. I think supervision is really sacred, I think teaching is sacred, I think
therapy is sacred, they’re sacred in very different ways but I think it is that
holding and honoring, it’s not like I’m offering them some amazingness. It’s like
we’re sharing this experience together and I think I get out of it as much as they
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get out of it so maybe there’s maybe something in there is that I hope that I get
something out of it too. Maybe I hope that us putting in that together, that we’ll
get somewhere, not just this one way, “I’ve got skills and experience and
knowledge that I’m just gonna impart on them in this passive way but that we’re
actively creating something together and that that’s going to transform me,
improve me, add to me, bless me in some way.
Although several other participants mentioned peripheral notions and sentiments related
to this “bozos on the same bus” idea raised by Diana, Jean brought up a way to apply it
meaningfully within supervision to express her hope for her supervisee(s). She described
how being in a shared space of mindfulness with your supervisee and using this to
promote openness and curiosity on the part of the supervisee rather than just offering a,
“this is the way that it is,” approach to supervision helps supervisees develop more
creative ways of engaging with challenging ethical situations.
“celebrating the collective win.” Kristin was far from the only person to talk
about how part of supervisor’s expressing hope for their supervisees is built upon a
capitalization of successes and positive growth. Despite this being an idea raised by most
study participants in one form or another, her description of this process of capitalizing
on supervisee successes felt the most compelling,
I think what I’ll say is like I celebrate the wins, I celebrate the little victories with
them. Like when I’m reviewing notes and stuff and giving them feedback I’ll say
“wow, so glad they finally got to that point” or “wow I’m really impressed that
they’re in this space, good job!” you know like how the client got there or like
“good job with managing that consultation or that risk or this or that” so I do tend
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to think about the client and want to give them feedback on the client but a lot of
times in that supervisory role I’ll focus it on what the clinician did to facilitate
that growth, does that make sense? And I’m celebrating the collective win. You
can quote me on that.
The memo immediately following this quotation was, “I’m planning on it!” My own
experiences with capitalization as a tool that I associate with Goal Focused Positive
Psychotherapy likely informed the immediate lightbulb moment upon reflecting more
deeply on it. In the face of my biases toward these sorts of skills, Kristin expressed this
form of hope for her supervisees without prompting and with a level of conviction that
felt deeply authentic, which leads us to the final subtheme related to the supervisors
process of expressing hope in supervision.
(In)Authentic Hope. This subtheme of the “how” process related to expressing
hope within supervision underscored the importance that supervisors placed on the hopes
that they communicate feeling authentic. This authentic expression of hope was
described as being important both in terms of how the supervisor experienced their level
of hope for supervisees and in terms of how they wanted their supervisees to perceive this
hope as being authentic. Diana emphasized this idea, that supervisees need to feel like
this hope is authentic, when she said,
I truly think that they can feel that, that if you’re authentically not hopeful that
they’ll get there, it comes through in the most minute of ways. Like it might be as
simple as letting them off the hook with something, which you think is a kindness
to them but really does communicate that “I don’t think you’re gonna get it” or
“this is a little too hard for you.”
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Steve painted a picture of how this can look for him as a supervisor,
I’m pretty dynamic in the way that I talk and do things and so some of that comes
somewhat naturally, in those spaces because I think the energy you put into that is
what you can get back out of it, and if you’re very monotone and you’re very
matter-of-fact then there’s not a lot of room for the client to gain hope or have an
instillation of hope in any way and so the more, it’s not to be like a cheerleader
and be like ‘everything’s gonna be great and it’s fine!”
Steve’s description seems to underscore the importance of vocal variety and tonal quality
in supervisors being able to effectively convey hope authentically to supervisees. If,
through the pathways described above, supervisors are able to effectively express their
hopes for their supervisee(s), how might this be related to the next essential theme,
hope’s perceived impact on the process of forming and maintaining supervisory
relationships?
Hope’s Impact on the Supervisory Relationship
The third structural theme was related to how supervisors experience the impact
of hope on their relationship with their supervisee(s) within the context of supervision.
Five subthemes emerged from participant perspectives offered related to their experience
of “how” they experience hope affecting the supervisory relationship. These subthemes
were: 1) “A relationship 24/7,” 2) Trusting the Supervisee, 3) Setting Goals, 4) “A lethal
absence of hope,” and 5) Managing Hopelessness.
“A relationship 24/7.” This subtheme came out of participants descriptions
about their general beliefs about the supervisory relationship. The main sentiments that
participants brought up were the ever-present nature of the supervisory relationship, the
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importance of boundaries, truly caring for supervisees independent of the value of their
clinical work, and the feeling of there being a goodness of fit between supervisor and
supervisee. Scarlet described how getting to know her supervisees as people was a
particularly important element of their dynamic and how she felt like the relationship was
an “ever-present” factor related to supervision. Sage described her own experience of
how this ever-present relationship felt in the following way,
So supervision to me is a relationship 24/7 and I think trust is really important as
well and a lot of that does come from getting to know one another on an
interpersonal level, maybe not personal because I think boundaries are still really
important, but just feeling like I’m a person who has integrity is really valuable
and part of that does mean that I need to follow through with things that I say, and
I don’t always do that, it’s not always perfect.
Anna described her feelings about the importance of the goodness of fit between
supervisor and supervisee in the supervisory relationship by saying, “I definitely think
that the match between a supervisor and a supervisee is very important. You can have an
excellent supervisor, and an excellent supervisee but if personality traits and work ethic
doesn’t match then it’s not gonna work.” Sage offered the following when reflecting on
how hope impacts the quality of the 24/7 relationship in clinical supervision,
emphatically describing this feeling, “Oh my gosh, it makes supervision way more fun,
and that’s not a goal but having hope for a supervisee means that I’m willing to challenge
and push them where they need it versus what they think they need.” Sage also described
how having hope for supervisees makes it feel easier for her to advocate for them in
terms of their goals and needs. Kristin described a similar experience, saying that she
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feels like having hope for her supervisees, “…pushes me to continue to work hard, to stay
with them, to continue to be, to continue to elevate and to keep growing with them and to
keep feeling engaged in the knowledge that our time together is valuable.” Helen went so
far as to say, “I think it’s directly correlated to my investment in them and how much
effort I put into the relationship.”
Trusting the Supervisee. A related sentiment that was widely espoused by study
participants was the importance of trust within the supervisory working alliance.
Supervisors overwhelming reported that a sense of faith and trust in their supervisees was
a foundationally vital element related and was intrinsically related to their hope in the
supervisory process. Elements of this facet of the “how” related to hope’s perceived
impact on the supervisory relationship were: not prescribing as many direct tasks to
supervisees (or, as Sage put it, “loosening the reins as the weeks go on”) and feeling safe
asking supervisees to back up their areas of confidence (Jean said she will simply say,
“show me” to supervisees who come in with an abundance of confidence). Jean
described her overarching experience of how hope enhances trust within the supervisory
relationship by saying the following,
I think that’s something over time that hope is very helpful with is that, “we will
figure it out” and “we may not get it perfectly right and if we’re not actively
harming and doing our best to consult and benefit our clients then we’re probably
going in the right direction” and so having that be the kind of an underlying core
guiding principle I think can be helpful in building the trust in the relationship and
having your supervisee trust you and you trust your supervisee too.
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Selina echoed this sentiment in her statement that, “I think that it [hope] helped us
connect, I think it helped solidify a strong bond, such that they knew that I was like on
their side and had their back and wanted the best for them.” Once the foundational pieces
of the supervisory alliance are established, how do supervisors see hope helping facilitate
forward movement for the supervisee’s clinical work?
Setting Goals. Several salient ideas arose out of how participants described
perceiving the role of hope in setting goals as a related part of the supervisory
relationship. A central theme of hope as related to goal-setting within clinical
supervision was that participants seemed to tie this process to both supervisor progress
measures and also to supervisee-defined goals. Jean described this process, saying, “[at
the outset of supervision] I do ask about hopes and goals for the semester and so I ask
them about that.” She went on to say that she inquires about various aspects of this goalsetting process, elaborating by offering a specific example of something that she has
reportedly said to current supervisees, “Okay, what are your goals, what are your hopes
for yourself and can you talk with the case disposition team to make sure that you get that
type of client and we can track on that?” Wade took this premise further, making the
claim that for him at least,
I think bringing a hopeful presence encourages people to set big goals. This
semester for example, all of my people wanted to work on theory development
and had very specific ideas on which theories they wanted to learn, and we made
a plan and they worked through workbooks, self-help books, therapy treatment
manuals, and really really tackled this semester and did great, and acquired a lot
of competency that really surprised them that they were able to do in 15 weeks…
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Complementing Wade’s perspective, Scarlet described how, for her, her hope for her
supervisee(s) helped them develop realistic goals.
I think some of my hope is in some ways trying to help my supervisees set
realistic goals for what some of our clients can accomplish with what they’re
presenting with but it’s also in highlighting the strengths they have as clinicians
that can serve to kind of bounce off those strengths of our clients.
Harvey tied his own perspective related to hope as related to setting goals in supervision
to his previous expertise in positive psychology. He offered the following related to how
he frames supervisee goal-setting, “...keeping that motivation and focusing on the
emotional component side towards goal setting & achievement so that’s kind of how I
view goals from Snyder’s Hope Theory and so I incorporate that into supervision.”
These examples offer insight into the “how” of hope in terms of goal-setting in clinical
supervision, but how might hope’s absence be felt in terms of the supervisory
relationship?
“A lethal absence of hope”. This subtheme arose from moments across
participant disclosures where they described how the negation of hope within was
experienced and its perceived impacts on the supervisory relationship. The essence of
this subtheme, and its title, came from Scarlet when she said,
I mean, I think like, the fastest way to kill any relationship is a lethal absence of
hope, like, if you don’t think that somebody believes in you or believes you are
capable of something, maybe a small part of people will succeed because they just
get rebellious of like, “I’ll show you!” but I don’t think most people thrive, well, I
know most people don’t thrive in that, our research tells us that, and I don’t think
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supervisees are any different, like people want to know that somebody’s in their
corner and when the world feels like it’s falling apart because somebody’s
threatening suicide and you’ve got 1000 emails to return and six voicemails and,
“by-the-way we just added more intakes to your schedule because the clinic’s out
too far” like, I think if you don’t have somebody in your corner who’s going,
“yeah, this is all bananas, and I still think you can do it, and here’s how we’re
gonna make it happen” I don’t think that people succeed or nearly reach their
potential without it. And so, as part of our goals, I think it’s letting my supervisees
set goals and with the rooted understanding that I believe that they are capable of
meeting them.
In terms of other facets of the absence of hope in the supervisory relationship, Sage and
Diana addressed considerations related to hopelessness derived from remediation plans as
well as the potential harm caused to supervisees when supervisors cannot hold hope for
them. Diana referred to this experience as entering, “an unbalanced view of them where
the challenges, the things that they don’t do well, the areas they still need to grow in seem
so kind of like insurmountable.” How might supervisors manage feelings and
experiences related to the absence of hope to promote the greatest degree of growth for
their supervisees?
Managing Hopelessness. By and large, supervisors reported a similar process for
managing hopelessness within the context of the supervisory relationship. The “how” of
this process seemed to follow several stages. First, supervisors had to become aware of
the feeling of hopelessness in the relationship, whether this was through self-reflection
related to their levels of felt hope or through having this communicated more explicitly
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by their supervisee. Diana described this reflexive process, “…so I like to check in with
myself and say if I’m feeling mostly frustrated or dreading supervision, somethings going
on, I’m not helping them in some way, either by staying silent to something that needs to
be discussed,” elaborating that her experience of having energy to manage hopelessness
was contingent on this process of self-reflection. She, and others, stressed that this
reflection had to include an emphasis on the holistic identities of the supervisee and
systemic stressors that may be interfering with their ability to access hope. Sage
described this same process as follows, “I think over time you almost begin to read
peoples’ like energy levels, right? Like, in the way that they’ll talk about a client or the
way that they arrive in supervision.” Once the felt absence of hope is identified,
supervisors offered several methods they perceived would allow them to resolve the issue
and promote hope. Selina described how part of managing feelings of supervisee
hopelessness involved creating space in supervision to be mindful for the purpose of,
“trying to get them back to a place where they could be really open and vulnerable
because I do think that that is so important to our role as a clinician and our [professional]
growth I guess.” Although the importance of hope for a supervisee within supervision is
of significant importance, given the personal liability and ethical responsibility that
supervisors have regarding the clients who their supervisees provide counseling for, it
was equally important to explore what impact supervisor’s perceive hope to have on the
clinical work their supervisees perform with and for clients.
Hope’s Impact on the Supervisee’s Work with Clients
The final structural theme was related to how supervisors experience the impact of
hope as related to the clinical work their supervisees conduct with clients. Three
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subthemes emerged from participant perspectives offered related to their experience of
“how” they experience hope affecting supervisee clinical work with clients. These
subthemes were: 1) “They feed off how we feel about them,” 2) Having Hope’s Effect on
Supervisee Goals, and 3) Parallel Process.
“They feed off how we feel about them.” This subtheme was derived from
sentiments expressed by about half of the study participants about how supervisee hope,
at least partially, is derived from within the supervisory relationship. Diana offered the
subtheme’s title when she said, “I think supervisees, like our clients, they feed off of how
we feel about them.” Kristin elaborated on this process by explaining, “Through goals, I
think there’s the behavioral stuff but then there’s the emotional relational stuff like the
feeding the energy and putting the energy into it [supervision] and witnessing their
growth and that sort of being reinforcing.” Steve tied this overarching premise even
more concretely to its potential impacts on supervisee clinical work,
I feel like it has to have an impact in that way because by having hope for them,
again it feels like whether it’s through an osmosis or a modeling of sorts that
they’re going to internalize some of that from what they’re getting from me and if
I’m coming across particularly deflated or burnt out from conversations about
clients I think that’s going to detrimentally affect how they’re going to approach
their treatment or how invested they should be in this client’s situation based on
their complex presenting concerns.
One skill that came up several times when participants explored this topic was the idea of
helping supervisees “find the freshness,” which Jean described as being important
because it was a place, “where at least there’s something that’s new, versus kind of being
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in a plateau space with a lot of your clients,” and helped supervisee’s maintain forward
movement in their development even during tenebrous periods of their training and
development.
Having Hope’s Effect on Supervisee Goals. The overarching sentiment related
to the perceived role that hope plays related to supervisee goals was split across several
dimensions. The main takeaway shared across participants was that, in terms of hopes
perceived potential relation to supervisee goals, was that hope is a prerequisite for
supervisees to effectively practice goal-setting. Diana best summarized this overarching
sentiment when she said,
I think goal-setting is best done with hopefulness so I think that in like some way
it would be ineffective to set a goal and then not really have hope that you can hit
that. Just have a goal and have a general sense of hopelessness about it or to set a
goal and be like, “oh I don’t really think we’re going to get there but if we get
anywhere, I hope we get somewhere with it.” I think that if you’ve got good goals
set, then that means you have some sense of hope that you’re going to get there
and then the maintenance of and sustaining and nurturing that hope is gonna be
the way to actually effectively get to that end goal so I think that it is pretty
critical.
Other facets of hope as related to supervisee goal-setting were related to how it can
facilitate supervisees experiencing a sense of accountability for their goal-setting process
and also that it has a tendency to be contagious. This experience of the contagious nature
of hope is reflected in the final subtheme that emerged related to hope’s perceived role in
supervisee’s work with clients.
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Parallel Process. Parallel processes in therapy are ways in which a supervisory
relationship between a supervisor and supervisee takes on elements of the clinical
relationship between the supervisee and their client. It is fair to say that this ultimate
subtheme, nested beneath the role of hope in supervisee clinical work, was a significant
contributor to the development of my interest in pursuing this as a dissertation topic. The
only reason that parallel process is a subtheme rather than an essential theme related to
supervisor hope in clinical supervision is because of the bracketing process. Although
participants explicitly mentioned parallel processes 26 times out of the total 399 coded
segments of research data, the vast majority of these were in direct response to the role
parallel process plays in shaping how a supervisee conducts clinical work with clients.
Participants identified a considerable number of ways that they perceived hope as being
tied into parallel processes in supervision. These various ways in which parallel process
and hope were seen as being woven into supervisee clinical work with clients included,
but were not limited to: stylistic choices the supervisee makes in session, deciding upon
interventions, ability to challenge clients (and be challenged in supervision), strength of
the real relationship and working alliance between the supervisee and their client, how
supervisees talk about their clients and their clinical work, willingness to have difficult
conversations with clients, and overall level of investment in their professional
development and goals for clients. Helen described the experience of there being a
“brightness and connectedness” in the parallel process relationships between the
supervisory and clinical relationships when these were characterized by hope. Steve
described this parallel process between the supervisory and clinical relationships when he
said,
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It feels paramount to success in being able to work with Clients to have hope in
the Client’s situation and to have hope in yourself as being able to provide the
Client some means of comfort or some skills that they can utilize to better their
lives. Cause I find what is the biggest struggle, and this will be a really paramount
thing that we’ll talk about in supervision, if they talk about the Client in the same
defeated way that the Client is talking about their own life circumstances, you can
almost feel the lack of hope in the counselor who’s describing this really
traumatic past and like this feeling so I’ll really want to name that and emphasize
that we need to continue to foster that in ourselves so that we can emanate that to
the client and not get dragged down with that sense of hopelessness or sadness.
These parallel processes also shape moments related to supervisee willingness to engage
in difficult conversations about diversity, identity, and multiculturalism. Matt
highlighted how his identities can have parallel process ripples that can influence the
clinical work his supervisees conduct, saying, “I think about how their identities and
multicultural competence is interacting with their work and clients as well as how my
multicultural competence and my identities impact the supervision which ultimately then
impacts the clients.” Considering the need for mental health practitioners to be able to
create space for clients from across the spectrum of identities and presenting concerns,
recognizing the potential role that supervision and supervisors play in supervisees being
able to identify the importance of these conversations and engage with them (both in
supervision and within their clinical work) seems to underscore this as a parallel process
hope existing across the various dimensions of supervision.
Conclusion
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The themes and subthemes we have explored across the 14 study participants, each of
whom with unique experience as clinical supervisors providing supervision currently or
recently for supervisees, relate meaningfully to other research about therapy and (by
extension) supervision. As discussed previously, hope has been identified as being a
meaningful contributor to the working alliance and real relationship in therapeutic
contexts (Castonguay & Hill, 2017; Lopez et al., 2004) sufficiently to be considered on
its own as a common factor of the therapy process (Wampold & Imel, 2015). Unlike
client hope (Larsen & Stege, 2012) and therapist hope (Larsen, Stege, and Flesaker,
2013), until now no research had specifically been conducted focusing on supervisor
perspectives about hope within supervision. The previously explored themes and
subthemes derived from this study serve as the strands for Moustakas’ (1994) next step in
conducting a transcendental phenomenology. The hope of this aspirational process is to
capture the fullest essence of the phenomenon. The next, and final, chapter will create
space for this process of weaving together these textural and structural threads in order to
create a synthesized essence, frame this essence within the existing literature base that
was explored earlier, discuss the study’s limitations, and offer my hopes related to future
directions and clinical applications of the present study.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
Literature Review and Theoretical Frameworks
The literature review chapter previously explored the rationale for why a
qualitative exploration of supervisory hope within supervision offered something
novel to the research landscape. The primary ways that this was achieved was
through exploring the importance of supervision to the practices of applied
psychological disciplines, identifying, and exploring current models of
supervision, connecting clinical supervision to applied positive psychology, and
identifying the ways in which parallel processes may be related to the practice of
clinical supervision and potential benefits for clients derived from supervisory
practices. Within this exploration, various models of supervision were identified
(e.g., developmental, process, psychotherapy-based) and tied into supervisory
practices. The theoretical frameworks that were employed to guide the research
process were Snyder’s Hope Theory and Fredrickson’s Broaden-and-Build theory
of positive emotions.
Research Questions and Related Findings
The overarching research question for this phenomenological exploration was,
“How do clinical supervisors experience hope in relation to their supervision of
psychology supervisees?” The discussion related to this overarching research question
will be explored after the following juxtaposition of the study’s sub-questions with what
study participants had to offer about each:
RQ1
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The first subquestion was related to how clinical supervisors think about hope in
relation to the work of supervision. Study participants reportedly think about hope as a
central tenet of the supervisory process, an essential component of effective supervision
upon which most other aspects of the supervisory process rely. Participants also offered
the notion that hope in supervision was not something they were consistently trained to
focus on in an explicit fashion but was a facet of the process from a more intuitive
implicit perspective. Regularly, participants also described hope as a space for growth,
change, and resilience in psychological trainees. Importantly, participants also referred to
hope as something that not all clients, supervisees, and supervisors had equal access to
experiencing.
RQ2
The second subquestion was related to how clinical supervisors promote hope in
their supervisees. Participants identified various strategies that they used to promote
hope within their supervisees. These strategies included: supervisors self-disclosing
more over time, creating a collaborative space to do client work, reinforcing self-care
practices for supervisees, helping supervisees engage in difficult conversations, and
creating opportunities for supervisees to take risks. This hope-promotion process also
included the idea of helping supervisees broaden their own definitions of hope and
hopefulness while recognizing their ability to flourish in the role of being a clinician.
Another facet of this process that seemed particularly important was the idea of a “chain
of empowerment,” wherein supervisees promote hope not only in their supervisees but
also for the professionals-in-training for whom their supervisees will one day provide
supervision themselves. Another particularly important facet related to the promotion of
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hope within supervision was derived from participant disclosures about being involved in
the study itself. Specifically, that one strategy to effectively promote hope is to focus on
and emphasize it in a manner similar to that employed by the study’s interview protocol.
This suggests that supervisors who explicitly focus the efforts of their supervision on
hope will likely contribute to increased feelings of hope within their supervisee.
RQ3
The third subquestion was related to how clinical supervisors express hope for
their supervisees. Participants identified a considerable number of ways that they have
expressed hope for their supervisees both currently and in their previous supervisory
work. Participants described having expressed their hopes for their supervisees both
implicitly and explicitly, by detailing their hopes both in terms of systemic processes as
well as saying them verbatim to their supervisees. These hopes coalesced around the
following strata: confidence as a therapist, client outcomes, the importance of
consultation, ethical considerations, self-care, lifelong learning and growth, recognizing
that every mental health professional struggles sometimes, and their ability to form
meaningful relationships with clients. Another specific strategy beyond expressing hopes
explicitly that came up during the participant interviews was infusing evaluations with
hope-promotion, with several participants talking about how they used their evaluation
forms and meetings to emphasize incremental growth over time for their supervisees.
One other strategy that was detailed by participants was the importance of expressing
hope by “celebrating the collective win,” which involved making sure to capitalize on
supervisee successes directly within supervision. A lens through which to view this
entire process was that of authenticity, with participants emphasizing the importance of
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their supervisees perceiving supervisory expressions of hope as being honest and
authentic.
RQ4
The fourth subquestion was related to how supervisors’ perceptions of their
supervisees’ work with clients may be related to hope. The main takeaways related to
these perceptions were that: supervisees feed off of how their supervisors feel about
them, that hope plays a role in goal-formation and goal-attainment for supervisees, and
that parallel processes within counseling and supervisory relationships can play a
significant role in how hope may be related to supervisee work with clients. Participants
regularly identified that the dynamics that occurred within counseling could shape
supervisory work and how, similarly, supervisory dynamics (especially those related to
hope) could shape the therapeutic dynamics between a supervisee and their client(s).
This relationship has the potential to be of particular importance given the ethical and
practice responsibilities that supervisors have as related to their supervisee’s clinical
work with their clients.
RQ5
The fifth subquestion was related to how a clinical supervisor’s identities may be
related to their overall experience of hope in terms of thoughts, strategies for promotion,
and ways of expressing hope for supervisees. Supervisors self-reported across a range of
personal identities, including their gender identity, cultural identity, sexual orientation,
age, socioeconomic status, years of clinical experience, as well as the models of
supervision that they utilized. The overarching takeaways that came from exploring
these facets of supervisor identities and experiences were: the roles that supervisory style
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and models utilized could play as related to thinking about, promoting, and expressing
hope; the importance of advocacy as a form of hope; and supervisors’ belief that it is
important for supervisees to see people who share similar identities with them occupying
roles of power and privilege as a form of hope-promotion.
RQ6
The sixth subquestion was related to how clinical supervisors see their hopes for
their supervisees as having an impact on the supervisory relationship. Participants
offered a considerable number of facets related to hope and its potential impact on the
supervisory relationship. The main takeaways from this exploration were that: having
hope for a supervisee can increase trust in the supervisor (and vice versa), supervision is
consistently relational and the importance of hope as an undergirding to that relationship
is essential, that supervisors see hope as promoting supervisees’ setting more ambitious
and personally relevant goals for themselves, that supervisees’ seem to feel safer taking
risks in their supervisory relationships when hope is present, that the fastest way to kill a
supervisory (or other) relationship is “a lethal absence of hope,” and that it is important
for supervisors to utilize strategies to help them manage hopelessness experienced by
their supervisee(s).
RQ7
The seventh and final subquestion was related to how clinical supervisors
experience their supervisee’s level of hope within supervision. Participants identified
several ways in which they experience supervisee hope within supervision. The main
takeaways from this exploration were: times when supervisors experienced their
supervisees as less hopeful, how this process of experiencing supervisees as less hopeful
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looked and felt to supervisors, and characteristics that supervisors would describe as
being signals of hope. The two most common characteristics that supervisors used as
signals of supervisee hope were openness and investment, elaborating that they reported
experiencing the greatest levels of hope for their supervisees when they experienced them
as being open to (and invested in) learning and growing during the supervisory process
(as well as their clinical work with clients).
Synthesizing Composite Textural and Structural Descriptions
To address the primary research question, the textural and structural
descriptions resulting from participant interviews were combined to form a
synthesized integration which leads to the following: the essence of supervisory
hope in clinical supervision is that it is, “The central tenet of effective
supervision, informed by the intersection of supervisor and supervisee identities
and experiences, promoted implicitly and explicitly, with direct impacts on the
supervisory relationship as well as parallel process effects for clients with whom
supervisees engage in mental health practices.” Study participants highlighted
each of these facets of hope in clinical supervision through their interview
responses, consistently offering testimonies that resonated with one another. The
idea that clinical supervisors from across a range of identities, life experiences,
and professional settings could each relate to and explore the topic of hope in
clinical supervision and land near/adjacent to one another with their experiences
suggests that there are common underpinnings to the essential experience of hope
as a clinical supervisor.
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These findings, when taken collectively, offer a new direction for research
and practice related to supervision. This conclusion, that hope acts as a central
tenet of effective supervision, may help bridge the gap that exists in many
supervisory models. Namely, that although the overwhelming majority of models
of supervision offer insight into how to gauge a supervisee’s level of
development, many do not offer explicit strategies that supervisors can utilize in
order to help move supervisees toward their (and their supervisors’) stated
developmental goals. If focusing on hope-promoting strategies can accomplish
this task, it could fundamentally alter how those of us within the psychological
discipline think about, teach, and engage in supervisory practices. This proposed
process sits at the crossroads where Snyder’s (2002) Hope Theory and
Fredrickson’s Broaden-and-Build Theory (1998) intersect, wherein supervisors
and their supervisees identify goals for supervision and utilize skills related to
emphasizing and promoting the positive emotion of hope to facilitate upward
spirals of motivation and goal-achievement. This finding suggests support for
models of supervision similar to Goal Focused Positive Psychotherapy (Conoley
& Scheel, 2018) given its explicit emphasis on positive emotions, goals, and hope
as means to enact meaningful change within supervision.
Limitations
Despite having offered insight into the various facets of the essential
experience of supervisor hope in clinical supervision, the study is not without its
limitations. One of these is related to my potential biases as the researcher.
Despite trying to effectively bracket my experience as a clinical supervisor, a
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clinical supervisee, and someone whose research specialization is related to
clinical supervision, it nonetheless remains not only possible but highly likely that
my own biases shaped the research process. The study design, questions asked
within the interview protocol, decisions related to organizing responses to these
questions (codes/themes/etc.) and deriving conclusions from these responses were
all influenced by my experiences and identities and thus are liable to reflect some
bias related to hope and the role I perceive it to have for clinical supervision.
However, my hope is that relying on the phenomenological methodology and its
approach has helped mitigate as much bias as possible in order to most fully
emphasize the perspectives offered by study participants. Another potential
limitation is related to the phenomenological methodology, specifically that it
does not consider the generalizability of research findings, due in equal parts to its
philosophical underpinnings as well as to its small sample size. This means that,
while we may be able to better understand the essential nature of supervisor hope
in clinical supervision, we cannot reasonably draw causal relationships between
supervisory hope, its essential nature, and potentially perceived effects that
supervisory hope has in relationship to clinical supervision. At best, we are able
to highlight how clinical supervisors believe these relationships may exist and
their experience of these constructs, as we have done throughout this exploratory
process. It is reasonable to assume that other clinical supervisors could have
vastly different experiences of supervisory hope in clinical supervision and,
despite adhering as closely as possible to guidelines regarding saturation, there
were certainly dynamics that could fall outside of the purview of the study
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participants. One salient example of this was related to cultural/racial identity.
More specifically that, although several participants self-identified as being
BIPOC, none of the clinical supervisors that participated in the study interviews
identified as being Black, African, or African-American. This limiting facet of
the research underscores several potentially problematic omissions from the
essential nature of supervisory hope in clinical supervision. Firstly, how might
experiences of being a Black, African, or African-American supervisor influence
how hope is conceptualized, promoted, and expressed within the supervisory
relationship? Secondly, how might relational dynamics feel differently regarding
power and privilege in the supervisory relationship as a result of racial/cultural
differences? Thirdly, how might these parallel processes differentially impact
supervisee work and client outcomes in relation to the supervisory dyad.
Future Directions
Given the essential service that clinical supervision serves in preparing mental
health professionals for careers of service to their communities and society overall, it
seems important to understand as many facets as possible of the supervisory process. To
this author’s mind, the most important limitation that could be addressed in future
scholarship is exploring if/how the essential nature of hope in clinical supervision
changes or is completely contextualized by the intersecting and intersectional identities of
its various constituents (e.g. client, supervisee, supervisor). Future research could try to
better understand this by deliberately exploring the experience of BIPOC clinical
supervisors as these are related to hope in clinical supervision. Future research could also
explore supervisee hopes in order to identify comparisons and contrasts between what
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hopes they have for themselves as related to the hopes supervisors tended to report
having for their supervisees in this study. To highlight these dynamics particularly well,
future research could also explore supervisory dyads to identify the ways in which
processes within supervision influence each supervisory participants’ levels/experiences
of hope. Each of these potential future directions for the research should necessarily be
conducted through the lens of intersectional identities and the impact these have on our
work as licensed and in-training mental health practitioners. A related future direction is
exploring in greater detail how clinical supervisors manage feelings of hopelessness.
Although this study may have scratched the surface of how supervisors try to manage
experiences of hopelessness for supervisees, it feels like there is still a vast landscape that
remains largely unexplored regarding specific skills and strategies that counselors could
potentially employ. This process may be further complicated when part of the
supervisee’s feelings of hopelessness may be derived from power/privilege dynamics
within the supervisory relationship. A promising and hope-inspiring body of research
being conducted presently explores the experience of BIPOC supervisees in supervisory
relationships with White supervisors (Wilcox et al., 2021). It would come as a great
surprise if some element of this research did not underscore or highlight a potential
avenue for further inquiry related to hope as it relates to clinical supervision.
Summary
The findings of this study have highlighted and served to unearth the
essence of supervisor hope within the process of clinical supervision. These
experiences derived from participant interviews, distilled into hope as being
central to effective supervision, being informed by the intersection of supervisor
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and supervisee identities and experiences, being promoted through a variety of
methods both explicit and implicitly, and being a direct influence on the
supervisory relationship as well as in terms of parallel process effects for clients
with whom supervisees engage in mental health practices. Given the sociopolitical times that we live in, a particularly salient finding from this study is
concerned with hope in relation to the intersection of supervisor and supervisee
identities and experiences. Cast through a broader lens, this finding also
underscores the importance of universities, counseling centers, and any setting
within which diverse populations access mental health services (namely, virtually
all settings) making it a deliberate organizational goal to hire staff members
across a variety of diverse backgrounds and identities. Wade described his
perceptions/experience related to this as follows,
I think representation of diverse people, diverse experiences, diverse
identities, brings me a sense of hope. I think when you come to a situation
and you don’t see people who look like you, you don’t hear people talking
about experiences that you’ve had, that can make it, can increase the sense
of impostor syndrome for people, it definitely did for me.
This idea, of better representation of diversity within positions of power, naturally
fits within the context of hope within clinical supervision. For me, the most
painful memo of the entire process of conducting this research was when I was
reflecting upon how, in the entirety of my professional career, across nine years of
training in multiple graduate programs, three practicum experiences, and an
internship, I have had the opportunity to be supervised by a Black-identifying
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clinician exactly zero times. Moreover, the only Black-identifying person who I
can recall ever holding a position of power over me in my entire 37-year-life was
my qualitative methodology instructor during the pursuit of a master’s degree in
communication studies at San Diego State University. For me, this pain is
buffered against by all of the privileged identities that I bring to the table as a
White, cisgender, heterosexual-passing, financially-stable, man. How might
BIPOC supervisees feel when they look ahead of themselves professionally and
see only a few pinpricks of light to guide their pathway toward their professional
dreams and goals? How can those of us with a vested interest in the continued
success of the psychological discipline contribute to further steps in diversifying
our professional landscape so that all mental-health-practitioners-in-training can
feel a deep-seated sense of hope in their ability to reach their goals and can see a
well-lit path modeled by those who came before them to guide them on their way?
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Appendix A (Interview Protocol)
The present study is interested in exploring counseling supervisor experiences related to
the context of supervision. The researchers hope to explore and share meaningful
insights about aspects of the supervisory context and, given the potential impacts of
therapist supervision, to seek ways by which supervisory relationships may be improved.
My interest in this topic is derived partially from a personal desire to provide therapist
supervision and training as a core part of my future career. I am hoping to find out about
experiences related to supervision and to use those in supervision training for supervisors
of therapists. By participating in this interview, you are consenting to share information
regarding your experience in supervision. You have the right to rescind your consent at
any time and for any reason. Confidentiality will be maintained for the present study by
replacing potentially identifying information you share regarding your experience either
through omission or, where necessary, replacement with coded information. If you have
any questions regarding the research, you can email me at
Robert.Byrom@huskers.unl.edu. It is possible that the researchers may request to contact
you to seek clarification about your responses, ask additional questions, for memberchecking purposes, or to ask for your feedback about the findings of the research.
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Interview Protocol
Supervisor Hope in Clinical Supervision
1) Let’s start with some basic information, tell me a little bit about yourself (e.g., salient
identities, life roles, etc.).
The next questions will be focused on your experiences providing clinical supervision.
You are welcome to think about your experiences providing supervision more generally,
to reflect on a specific instance of supervision that you provided, or to vacillate the
general and the specific.
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

How would you describe your supervisory style?
What does hope mean to you in terms of the supervisory relationship and/or process?
What does it look like for you to have hope for your supervisee(s)?
How do you know that you have hope for your supervisees?
How does it feel for you to have hope for your supervisee?
Are there ever times when you are feeling less hopeful for your supervisee?
a. Does this affect supervision?
8) What factors, if any, influence your level of hope for your supervisee?
a. What factors promote your hope for your supervisee?
b. What factors diminish your hope for your supervisee?
9) What hopes do you have for your supervisee’s development?
a. How do you convey these to your supervisee?
b. How do you promote these in your supervisee?
10) Do you express hope for:
a. your supervisee’s outcome as a therapist in training?
i. How?
b. your supervisee’s client outcomes?
i. How?
11) What impact do you believe having hope for your supervisee has on your goals for
supervision?
12) How do you see your hopes for your supervisee impacting the supervisory
relationship?
13) Have your hopes for your supervisee’s development noticeably affected your
supervisee’s work with clients?
14) How do you experience your supervisee’s level of hope within supervision?
15) Is there anything about hope in the process of clinical supervision that you feel is
especially important that we have not sufficiently covered during this interview?
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Appendix B (Participant Identities Table)
Participant

Age

Race/Culture

Gender

Sexual
Orientation

Diana

30’s

Iranian/Armenian

(Cis)Woman

Bisexual

Jean

30’s

White

(Cis)Woman

Heterosexual

Sage

40’s

Iranian

(Cis)Woman

Heterosexual

White

(Cis)Woman

Scarlet
Selina

20’s

White

(Cis)Woman

Heterosexual

Harvey

40’s

White

(Cis)Man

Heterosexual

Wade

30’s

White

Genderqueer

Bisexual

Anna

30’s

Latinx

(Cis)Woman

Bisexual

Steve

40’s

White

(Cis)Man

Heterosexual

Matt

40’s

White

(Cis)Man

Heterosexual

Wanda

40’s

White

(Cis)Woman

Kristin

30’s

Latinx

(Cis)Woman

Gay

Helen

30’s

White

(Cis)Woman

Heterosexual

Clark

60’s

White

(Cis)Man

Heterosexual

*Not all participants disclosed all identity statuses, language/omissions are based on
participant testimony
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Appendix C (Essential Themes Table)
Theme

Conceptualizing Hope

Subtheme
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Central Tenet
Specific Supervisor Hopes
Holding Hope
Systemic Facets of Hope
Hope Depends on Supervisee’s
Needs
Hope as Advocacy

Supervisor Influences on Hope

•
•
•

Supervisory Style
Models of Supervision
Honoring Diversity

Experience of Supervisee Hope

•
•
•

Openness is Hopefulness
“Okay, maybe I’m not so hopeful”
Invested Supervisees

Promoting Hope

•
•
•

Empowering Supervisees
“Flourishing and not just
surviving”
Promoting Holistic Hopefulness

Expressing Hope

•
•
•
•

“my hope for you is...”
“bozos on the same bus”
“celebrating the collective win”
(In)Authentic Hope

Hope’s Impact on the Supervisory
Relationship

•
•
•
•
•

“A relationship 24/7”
Trusting the Supervisee
Setting Goals
“A lethal absence of hope”
Managing Hopelessness

Hope’s Impact on the Supervisee’s Work
with Clients

•

“They feed off how we feel about
them”
Having Hope’s Effect on
Supervisee Goals
Parallel Process

•
•

